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The Editing of Historical Documents 
by 

G. THOMAS TANSELLE 

THE THIRD QUARTER OF THE TWENTIETH CENTURY CAN BE CON- 
sidered- as it often is- an age of editing, one of the principal rea- 
sons is the existence and influence of two American organizations: 
the National Historical Publications Commission (NHPC), re- 

named in late 1974 the National Historical Publications and Records 
Commission (NHPRC); and the Center for Editions of American Au- 
thors (CEAA), succeeded in 1976 by the Center for Scholarly Editions 
(CSE). The NHPC (NHPRC)1 has since 1950 given encouragement and 
assistance to a large number of multi-volume editions (more than four 
dozen) of the papers of American statesmen, especially those of the late 
eighteenth and nineteenth centuries; the CEAA, from 1963 through 
1976, gave its official approval to volumes in fourteen editions, pre- 
dominantly of the works of nineteenth-century American literary fig- 
ures.2 As a result, massive scholarly editions have been produced in an 
unprecedented quantity during these years; hundreds of scholars have 
been connected with these projects, and widespread discussion and 
awareness of the problems and aims of editing have been engendered. 
The presence of these editions has dramatically altered the scholarly 
landscape in American history and literature within a generation.3 

1. In what follows I shall use "NHPRC" when referring in general to the editions 
produced with the assistance of the Commission from 1950 on; but for historical accuracy 
"NHPC" will be used in those instances where the reference is clearly to events preceding 
late 1974. 

2. A comprehensive list of "Documentary Works Planned, in Progress, and Completed 
in Association with the National Historical Publications Commission" appears in Oliver W. 
Holmes, Shall Stagecoaches Carry the Mail? (1972), pp. 93-105; many of the editions are 
also listed in the Brubaker and Monroe articles mentioned in note 10 below. Earlier lists 
form the appendix to "Let every sluice of knowledge be open'd and set a flowing": A Trib- 
ute to Philip May Hamer . . . (i960) and Appendix B to the NHPC's 1963 Report (see note 
8 below). Most of the CEAA editions are mentioned in the CEAA's Statement of Editorial 
Principles and Procedures (rev. ed., 1972), pp. 22-23, and in Studies in Bibliography, 25 
(1972), 43-44; all of them are listed in The Center for Scholarly Editions: An Introductory 
Statement (1977), pp. 7-8. 

3. Bernard Bailyn, for instance, states that the Jefferson edition "introduces a new 
era in the history of American documentary publications" ("Boyd's Jefferson: Notes for a 
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2  STUDIES IN BIBLIOGRAPHY  

When there is so much editorial activity directed toward material 
from a single country and, for the most part, a single century, one would 
expect a great deal of communication among the editors involved; in- 
deed, the creation of coordinating organizations like the NHPC and the 
CEAA suggests a recognition of the need for such communication. How- 
ever, the fact that two organizations have seemed necessary indicates 
that the communication has not very readily crossed the boundary lines 
between academic disciplines. Regrettably, but undeniably, editors of 
"literary" material and editors of "historical" material4 have gone their 
separate ways; members of each group have discussed common problems 
among themselves but have remained remarkably uninformed about 
what was taking place in the other group. One does not have to examine 
many volumes to recognize a central difference between the historical 
and the literary editions: the historical editions in general give more 
attention to explanatory annotation than to the detailed recording of 
textual data, whereas the literary editions reverse this emphasis. It is a 
fact that most of the historical editions do not meet the standards for 
reporting textual information established by the CEAA and would 
therefore not qualify for the award of the CEAA emblem. Whether those 
particular standards are justifiable is a separate question; what is dis- 
turbing is that such different standards should prevail in the two fields. 
If one could argue that the material edited by historians is different in 
kind from that edited by literary scholars, there might be some reason 
to expect different approaches. Indeed, the NHPRC editors do have 
more occasion to deal with manuscript letters and journals than with 
texts which were published by their authors, and for CEAA editors the 
opposite situation prevails. No doubt these relationships are largely 
responsible for the lesser concern of historians with questions of copy- 
Sketch," New England Quarterly, 33 [i960], 380-400 [p. 380]). He also refers to the "series 
of massive documentary publications launched since World War II" and calls it "a re- 
markable movement in modern American letters" ("Butterfield's Adams: Notes for a 
Sketch," William and Mary Quarterly, 3rd ser., 19 [1962], 238-256 [pp. 239-240]). Edmund S. 
Morgan proclaimed in a 1961 review of the Adams edition that "a new kind of scholarship 
has begun in the United States" ("John Adams and the Puritan Tradition," New England 
Quarterly, 34 [1961], 518-529 [p. 518]); and Esmond Wright, in another review of the 
Adams project, declared that this "age of the editor" is "transforming the methodology 
and character of American history" ("The Papers of Great Men," History Today, 12 [1962], 
*97>2i3). 

4. I shall not continue to place "literary" and "historical" in quotation marks but 
wish to make clear that these adjectives are used here only to refer to the fact that some 
persons are generally thought of as literary figures and some as historical figures; the ad- 
jectives are not meant to imply that there is any firm dividing line between material of 
literary interest and material of historical interest or that material cannot be of interest 
in both ways simultaneously. (In fact, all documents are of historical interest; and I trust 
that it will be clear when- as in the title- I use "historical" in this more basic sense. See 
also note 18 below.) 
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THE EDITING OF HISTORICAL DOCUMENTS 3 

text and textual variants and for the greater concern of literary scholars 
with these matters. Nevertheless, literary editors frequently must edit 
letters and journals, and historical editors must handle statesmen's pub- 
lished, as well as unpublished, works. The editing of literary and of 
historical material should have many more points of similarity than of 
difference; and a greater understanding of mutual problems, between 
the two groups of editors, is bound to have a salutary effect on the edit- 
ing produced by both groups. 

There have recently been some encouraging signs to suggest that the 
dangers of editorial parochialism are perhaps becoming more widely 
recognized. Most notable is the broadening of the scope of the Modern 
Language Association's committee on editions: no longer limited to 
editions of American authors, it now provides simply a "Center for 
Scholarly Editions"- editions of any kind of material from any time and 
place- and it has shown itself to be concerned with promoting greater 
contact between editors in different fields. A similar development is the 
careful editorial attention which has lately been given to certain phi- 
losophers: Jo Ann Boydston's edition of John Dewey (1967- ), Fredson 
Bowers's of William James (1975- ), and Peter H. Nidditch's of John 
Locke (1975- )- the first two are CEAA editions- manifest an approach 
to textual matters which had previously been limited almost exclusively 
to more clearly bellettristic or "literary" writing.5 In 1972 Edwin Wolf, 
2nd, published a timely and well-considered appeal for historians to 
begin applying to historical works the techniques of analytical bibliog- 
raphy which have long been associated with literary studies, particularly 
with the editing of English Renaissance drama.6 He calls attention to 
the historian's lack of sophistication in dealing with printed texts by 
pointing out that two of the most respected editors of historical manu- 
scripts, Julian P. Boyd and Leonard W. Labaree, "never questioned the 
validity of the text of only a single copy of any printed work" (p. 29). 
After citing some examples of variants in American printed works of 
the eighteenth century, he again laments the "tradition of a wall sep- 
arating bibliography as applied to literary works from bibliography as 

5. Interest in editing scientific manuscripts is increasing also, as evidenced by a Con- 
ference on Science Manuscripts in Washington on 5-6 May i960; one of the papers pre- 
sented was Whitfield J. Bell, Jr., "Editing a Scientist's Papers," Isis, 53 (1962), 14-19, which 
takes Benjamin Franklin as its principal example. 

6. "Historical Grist for the Bibliographical Mill," Studies in Bibliography, 25 (1972), 
29-40. Cf. the way P. M. Zall begins his article on "The Manuscript and Early Texts of 
Franklin's Autobiography," Huntington Library Quarterly, 39 (1976), 375-384: "How odd 
it is that even in this bicentennial year we should know more about the texts of Shake- 
speare's plays than we do about the text of Franklin's Autobiography- especially since 
Shakespeare's manuscripts are nowhere to be found, while the original manuscript of the 
Autobiography lies open to the public in the gallery of the Huntington Library." 
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4 STUDIES IN BIBLIOGRAPHY 

applied to historical or political works" (p. 37). Nicolas Barker has also 
found occasion recently to comment on this point: in one of his edi- 
torials for the Book Collector he rightly says, "Historians, even more 
than literary scholars, have been apt to neglect the physical form in 
which the evidence on which they subsist has been preserved/'7 

In many other respects, the situation in which historical editors find 
themselves is similar to that of literary editors. In each field there was 
increased recognition, in the years following World War II, of the need 
for new editions of basic writings. In each field there was one man whose 
work provided the impetus and model for further work: the first volume 
of Julian P. Boyd's edition of Jefferson in 1950 set the pattern for many 
later historical editions, and the publication of that volume was the 
occasion for President Truman's reactivating the NHPC (which had 
originally been established in 1934);8 the first volume of Fredson 
Bowers's edition of Hawthorne in 1962 was influential among literary 
editors in showing how the editorial techniques developed for Renais- 
sance plays were applicable to nineteenth-century literature, and soon 
after its publication the CEAA was formally constituted (1963).9 In 
each field there is thus an agency which serves as coordinator and clear- 
inghouse, though with some differences: the NHPRC10 is a government 

7. "Morgan & Brown," Book Collector, 25 (1976), 168. 
8. The principal official statements of the position of the new NHPC are A National 

Program for the Publication of the Papers of American Leaders: A Preliminary Report . . . 
(1951); A National Program... A Report ... (1954); and A Report to the President... 
(1963). See also Philip M. Hamer, The Program of the National Historical Publications 
Commission (1952). The 1954 report states that the NHPC's "primary responsibility, in ad- 
dition to that of planning, is to cooperate with and assist other organizations or individuals 
in their work on parts of the national program" (p. 30); the brief section on "Editorial 
Policies" (pp. 32-33) stresses the importance of presenting uncensored texts of both sides 
of a correspondence. 

9. The CEAA's position was officially set forth in 1967 in a Statement of Editorial 
Principles; this booklet was revised in 1972 as Statement of Editorial Principles and Pro- 
cedures. 

10. The history of the NHPRC- and of previous historical editing in America as back- 
ground to it-has been expertly recounted in a number of essays (which also inevitably ex- 
press opinions on what standards are desirable in editing). See, for example, Clarence E. 
Carter, "The United States and Documentary Historical Publication," Mississippi Valley 
Historical Review, 25 (1938-39), 3-24; L. H. Butterfield, "Archival and Editorial Enterprise 
in 1850 and in 1950: Some Comparisons and Contrasts," Proceedings of the American 
Philosophical Society, 98 (1954), 159-170; Waldo G. Leland, "Remarks," Daedalus, 86 
0955-57)* 77-79» Julian P. Boyd, 

" 'God's Altar Needs Not Our Pollishings/ 
" New York 

History, 39 (1958), 3-21; Butterfield, "Historical Editing in the United States: The Recent 
Past," Proceedings of the American Antiquarian Society, 72 (1962), 283-308; Philip M. 
Hamer, " '. . . authentic Documents tending to elucidate our History,' 

" American Archivist, 
25 O962), 3-13; Leland, "The Prehistory and Origins of the National Historical Publica- 
tions Commission," American Archivist, 27 (1964), 187-194 (reprinted, revised, as "J. 
Franklin Jameson and the Origin of the National Historical Publications Commission," 
in J. Franklin Jameson: A Tribute, ed. Ruth Anna Fisher and William Lloyd Fox [1965], 
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 THE EDITING OF HISTORICAL DOCUMENTS  5 

agency (part of the General Services Administration and housed in the 
National Archives building), which undertakes to do some research 
(such as locating relevant manuscripts in archives) for editors; the 
CEAA11 was, and the CSE is, a committee of the Modern Language As- 

pp. 27-36); Lester J. Cappon, "A Rationale for Historical Editing Past and Present," 
William and Mary Quarterly, 3rd ser., 23 (1966), 56-75; Butterfield, "Editing American 
Historical Documents," Proceedings of the Massachusetts Historical Society, 78 (1966), 
81-104; Robert L. Brubaker, "The Publication of Historical Sources: Recent Projects in 
the United States," Library Quarterly, 37 (1967), 193-225; H. G. Jones, "The Publication 
of Documentary Sources, 1934-1968," in The Records of a Nation: Their Management, 
Preservation, and Use (1969), pp. 117-133; Haskell Monroe, "Some Thoughts for an Aspir- 
ing Historical Editor," American Archivist, 32 (1969), 147-159; Walter Rundell, Jr., "Docu- 
mentary Editing," in In Pursuit of American History: Research and Training in the 
United States (1970), pp. 260-283; E. Berkeley Tompkins, "The NHPRC in Perspective," 
in the proceedings of the Iowa conference on The Publication of American Historical 
Manuscripts, ed. Leslie W. Dunlap and Fred Shelley (1976), pp. 89-96. The Brubaker and 
Monroe essays include detailed surveys of the critical reception of NHPRC editions. His- 
torical accounts also appear in the NHPC's 1951, 1954, and 1963 reports (see note 8 above); 
more recent developments can be followed in the NHPRC's newsletter, Annotation (1973- ). 

Earlier discussions are J. Franklin Jameson, "Gaps in the Published Records of United 
States History," American Historical Review, 11 (1905-6), 817-831; and Worthington 
Chauncey Ford, "The Editorial Function in United States History," ibid., 23 (1917-18), 
273-286. Some analyses of earlier American editing are Fred Shelley, "Ebenezer Hazard: 
America's First Historical Editor," William and Mary Quarterly, 3rd ser., 12 (1955), 44-73? 
Lee Nathaniel Newcomer, "Manasseh Cutler's Writings: A Note on Editorial Practice," 
Mississippi Valley Historical Review, 47 (1960-61), 88-101; L. H. Butterfield, "Worthington 
Chauncey Ford, Editor," Proceedings of the Massachusetts Historical Society, 83 (1971), 46- 
82; and Lester J. Cappon, "American Historical Editors before Jared Sparks: 'they will 
plant a forest . . .,' 

" William and Mary Quarterly, 3rd ser., 30 (1973), 375-400. 
A few other general comments on the NHPRC or recent documentary editing are 

worth mentioning: Dumas Malone, "Tapping the Wisdom of the Founding Fathers," New 
York Times Magazine, 27 May 1956, pp. 25, 32, 34, 37, 39; Whitfield J. Bell, Jr., "Editors and 
Great Men," Aspects of Librarianship, No. 23 (Winter i960), pp. 1-8; Adrienne Koch, 
"Men Who Made Our Nation What It Is," New York Times Book Review, 21 February 
i960, pp. 1, 22; David L. Norton, "The Elders of Our Tribe," Nation, 192 (1961), 148-150; 
Koch, "The Historian as Scholar," Nation, 195 (1962), 357-361; John Tebbel, "Safeguarding 
U.S. History," Saturday Review, 45, no. 25 (23 June 1962), 24-25, 52; Leslie H. Fishel, Jr., 
"The Federal Government and History," Wisconsin Magazine of History, 47 (1963-64), 47- 
49; [John F. Kennedy and Julian P. Boyd], "A White House Luncheon, June 17, 1963," 
New York History, 45 (1964), 151-160; James C. Olson, "The Scholar and Documentary 
Publication," American Archivist, 28 (1965), 187-193; Richard B. Morris, "The Current 
Statesmen's Papers Publication Program: An Appraisal from the Point of View of the 
Legal Historian," American Journal of Legal History, 11 (1067), 05-106. 

11. For the history and background of the CEAA, see William M. Gibson and Edwin 
H. Cady, "Editions of American Writers, 1963: A Preliminary Survey," PMLA, 78 (1963), 
1-8 (September supp.); Willard Thorp, "Exodus: Four Decades of American Literary 
Scholarship," Modern Language Quarterly, 26 (1965), 40-61; Gibson, "The Center for 
Editions of American Authors," Scholarly Books in America, 10 (January 1969), 7-11; John 
H. Fisher, "The MLA Editions of Major American Authors," in the MLA's Professional 
Standards and American Editions: A Response to Edmund Wilson (1969), pp. 20-26 (cf. "A 
Calendar," pp. 27-28, and a reprinting of Gibson's 1969 article, pp. 1-6); and Don L. Cook, 
"Afterword: The CEAA Program," in American Literary Scholarship: An Annual, 1972, 
pp. 415-417. 
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6  STUDIES IN BIBLIOGRAPHY  

sociation of America, which draws some funds from the National En- 
dowment for the Humanities12 and which calls attention to excellence 
in editing by awarding an emblem to volumes that qualify (after being 
requested to inspect printer's copy for those volumes by their editors). 
In each field there has been some controversy surrounding the new 
editions, though for characteristically different reasons: criticism of the 
literary editions has been concerned principally with textual matters, 
whereas the main questions raised about the historical editions have 
had to do with the quantity of annotation, the justification for letter- 
press rather than microform publication, and the choice of material to 
be edited in the first place.13 And in each field the editors have found 
that a great many of their colleagues neither understand nor respect 
editorial work;14 in both fields an attempt has been made to improve 
graduate training in editing and to bring about a greater interest in and 

12. The CEAA allocated NEH funds to the individual associated editions; the CSE 
draws NEH funds only for its own operation, and the award of NEH grants to particular 
editions is made directly by the NEH. 

13. A nistory and analysis of the controversy over the CEAA editions is provided by 
G. T. Tanselle in "Greg's Theory of Copy-Text and the Editing of American Literature/' 
SB, 28 (1975), 167-229; some of the criticism of the NHPRC editions is found in the articles 
cited in notes 81, 82, 83, and 84 below, and some commentary on that criticism in the 
paragraph to which those notes are attached. 

14. For example, Julian P. Boyd has said, "I deplore the fact that these [editorial] 
enterprises, despite the labors of J. Franklin Jameson and others, arose on the edge of the 
profession, beyond it, or even on occasion, in spite of some obstacles thrown up from 
within it"; see "Some Animadversions on Being Struck by Lightning," Daedalus, 86 (1955- 
57)» 49-56 (p- 50). He also has stated, "That a mastery of the techniques and uses of scholarly 
editing is not now regarded as part of the indispensable equipment of the academic his- 
torian and as being a recognizable aspect of his duty is beyond question," and he points 
out that many people regard "the editorial presentation of documents as being almost 
mechanical in nature"; see "Historical Editing in the United States: The Next Stage?", 
Proceedings of the American Antiquarian Society, 72 (1962), 309-328 (pp. 314-315). Lester 
Cappon, in "A Rationale" (see note 10 above), also speaks of "the academic historian's 
prejudice against editing as a second-class pursuit"- a view in which the editor "appears 
to be a lone wolf, a kind of 'sport' detached from the mainstream of teaching, engaged in 
a task that is useful but nevertheless expendable" (pp. 58-59). Walter Rundell, in In Pur- 
suit of American History (see note 10 above), summarizes, "Traditionally, academic his- 
torians have not held the function of documentary editing in especially high regard" (pp. 
262-263). And Paul H. Bergeron- in "True Valor Seen: Historical Editing," American 
Archivist, 34 (1971), 259-264- says, "Only occasional efforts are made to breach the wall of 
prejudice that separates historians and editors" (p. 259). Cf. Stanley Idzerda, "The Editor's 
Training and Status in the Historical Profession," in the Dunlap and Shelley volume (see 
note 10 above), pp. 11-29. Such comments as these could be applied to the literary field 
as well; on the general lack of understanding of editing, see also note 80 below. Occasionally 
one hears the opposite point of view: Leo Marx, in "The American Scholar Today," Com- 
mentary, 32 (1961), 48-53, is bothered by "a suspicion that the scholar-editor is in fact the 
type we encourage and reward beyond all others" (p. 49); but his misunderstanding of 
editing is revealed by his labeling the editor a "humanist-as- technician" (p. 50). In the 
historical field, it may be noted, there has been a greater tradition of the full-time editor, 
independent of academic responsibilities, than in the literary field. 
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 THE EDITING OF HISTORICAL DOCUMENTS  7 

acceptance of editorial projects for dissertations- though the historical 
field, with the various NHPRC conferences, institutes, and fellowships 
in editing, has been more active in this regard that the literary.15 

Despite some differences, editors in the two fields are in similar 
enough positions and face similar enough problems that one would 
expect them not only to be conversant with each other's work but to 
approach each other's concerns in an understanding and constructive 
spirit. In fact, however, there is, in the extensive editorial literature in 
the two fields,16 practically no discussion which takes up the NHPRC 
and CEAA editions together or which examines the textual policies of 
the NHPRC editions in the way those of the CEAA editions have often 
been examined. The most publicized article of this sort is unfortunately 
one which confuses the issues more than it clarifies them. Peter Shaw, 
writing for a general audience in the American Scholar and interested 
in exploring textual matters,17 was in a position to inaugurate a period 
of productive interdisciplinary discussion; but the regrettable tone of 
some of his remarks, as well as the fact that they are sometimes unin- 
formed and incoherent, results in an essay which cannot command re- 
spect or offer a fruitful basis for further discussion. Shaw believes that 
the historical editors "unquestionably have had far greater success than 
their literary counterparts' 

' 
(p. 739) and finds the literary editors' "tragic 

flaw" to be "their respect for language" (p. 740). But when he then 
praises the historical editors' "respect for historical fact," since for them 
"both the text and its variants qualify as historical facts" (p. 743), one 

15. Editing has also perhaps been the subject of scholarly meetings more often in the 
historical field. Examples are the "Symposium on the Manuscript Sources of American 
History: Problems of Their Control, Use, and Publication" at the American Philosophical 
Society in November 1953 (see its Proceedings, 98 [1954], 159-188, 273-278); the session on 
"Publishing the Papers of Great Men" at the 1954 meeting of the American Historical 
Association (see Daedalus, 86 [1955-57], 47~79)» the discussion of "Historical Editing in the 
United States" at the 150th annual meeting of the American Antiquarian Society in Oc- 
tober 1962 (see its Proceedings, 72 [1962], 283-328); the session on the "Publication of His- 
torical Source Materials" at the AHA meeting in December 1964; the series of "Special 
Evening Gatherings on the Writing, Editing, and Publishing of American History" at the 
Massachusetts Historical Society in 1964-65; and the session on "Historical Editing" at the 
1974 AHA meeting. 

16. The literature of the NHPC has been recorded by Oliver W. Holmes in "Recent 
Writings Relevant to Documentary Publication Programs," American Archivist, 26 (1963), 
137-142- supplemented by an October 1971 typewritten list prepared by NHPC. Relevant 
materials can also be located in the checklists of archival scholarship which have appeared 
annually in the American Archivist since 1943. The literature of the CEAA (and related 
editions) is surveyed in an essay, "Relevant Textual Scholarship," appended to the CEAA's 
Statement (see note 2 above), pp. 17-25, and in The Center for Scholarly Editions: An In- 
troductory Statement (1977), pp. 5-19- A few checklists of material also appeared in the 
CEAA Newsletter (1968-75). 

17. "The American Heritage and Its Guardians," American Scholar, 45 (1975-76), 733- 
75i p.c. 37-55]- 
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8  STUDIES IN BIBLIOGRAPHY  

becomes lost. His point lacks any real substance because it is based on 
the superficial view that a modern literary editor produces an "eclectic 
text" and a historical editor a "faithful transcription of a single text" 
(p. 739)- without examining, for instance, what kinds of texts and tex- 
tual histories may lead to a literary editor's decision to be "eclectic" or 
what kinds of textual facts are not recoverable from many historical edi- 
tors' "faithful" transcriptions. It is naive to suggest that "the historical 
editor requires a literary appreciation of nuance, while the literary edi- 
tor needs the historian's respect for fact" (p. 740); but one can never- 
theless agree with Shaw that "each set of editors might usefully have 
advised the other"- though not because they have "opposite kinds of 
problems." 

What is needed is mutual discussion of common problems, and in 
this spirit I should like to raise a few questions about the textual policies 
of some of the historical editions, in the light of what has been learned 
about editing by the literary editors. In order fairly to assess Shaw's 
assertion that the historical editors have been more successful, one must 
examine carefully the editorial rationale and procedures followed by 
those editors. A survey of the differing practices of a number of editions 
of letters and journals- both historical and literary- will lead, I think, 
to a consideration of some underlying issues- issues basic not merely to 
the editing of the papers of American statesmen but to documentary18 
editing in general. 

I 

Three statements of editorial policy for historical editions appeared 
within the space of five years in the early 1950s; all three have been in- 
fluential, and an understanding of modern American documentary edit- 
ing must begin with them. The first, and the most influential, was Julian 
P. Boyd's account of his "Editorial Method" (pp. xxv-xxxviii) in the 
first volume of The Papers of Thomas Jefferson, published by Princeton 
University Press in 1950.19 Boyd states that his general aim is "rigidly to 

18. Although all written and printed artifacts are documents of historical interest (as 
pointed out in part III below), I am using "documentary" and "document" to refer par- 
ticularly to private papers, such as letters, diaries, notebooks, rough drafts, and the like. 

19. The method was also summarized by Lyman H. Butterfield in "The Papers of 
Thomas Jefferson: Progress and Procedures in the Enterprise at Princeton," American 
Archivist, 12 (1949), 131-145. The early planning of the edition is reflected in Boyd's Report 
to the Thomas Jefferson Bicentennial Commission on the Need, Scope, Proposed Method 
of Preparation, Probable Cost, and Possible Means of Publishing a Comprehensive Edition 
of the Writings of Thomas Jefferson (1943). 
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 THE EDITING OF HISTORICAL DOCUMENTS  9 

adhere to scrupulous exactness in the presentation of the texts as Jeffer- 
son wrote them" (p. xxviii), but he recognizes that "complete exactitude 
is impossible in transmuting handwriting into print"; he has therefore 
worked out a "standard methodology which, though sometimes con- 
sciously inconsistent, is nevertheless precise" (p. xxix). From this, one 
assumes that the only changes to be introduced are those necessitated 
by the typography. As soon as he starts to explain the methodology, 
however, one begins to wonder how it supports his aim of adhering to 
the text with "scrupulous exactness." He says that he is going to follow 
a "middle course" between "facsimile reproduction" and "complete 
modernization," except in the case of business papers and of certain im- 
portant documents (like the Declaration of Independence), which are 
to be "presented literally." There are thus two categories of material, 
accorded different treatment: letters and ordinary documents, presented 
with some degree of "conventionalization";20 and business papers and 
important documents, presented as literally as print allows. Only the 
treatment of the second category would seem to fulfill the goal of pre- 
senting with "scrupulous exactness" the texts "as Jefferson wrote them" 
or of providing "as accurate a text as possible" which preserves "as many 
of Jefferson's distinctive mannerisms of writing as can be done" (p. 
xxix). 

In the first, and larger, category, spelling, grammar, and capitaliza- 
tion remain unchanged, except that each sentence is made to begin with 
a capital letter (in contrast to Jefferson's practice). As for punctuation, 
however, "for the sake of clarity this literal policy will be less rigorously 
applied" (p. xxx): periods are supplied, when lacking at the ends of 
sentences, and unnecessary dashes, such as those which follow periods, 
are deleted.21 Although this alteration of punctuation is minimal, one 
may well ask what is gained by eliminating these dashes; they could not 
cause a modern reader to misinterpret the sense, and, if they are a char- 
acteristic of Jefferson's style, to delete them is at best to modernize and 
at worst to risk losing a nuance of meaning. More troublesome is the 
treatment of abbreviations and contractions. They are "normally" ex- 

20. Except that the "place and date-line, the salutation, and the complimentary close 
in letters will also be retained in literal form," though "the date-line is uniformly placed 
at the head of a letter" (p. xxx). It is somewhat surprising that these features of letters are 
singled out to be rendered with greater fidelity than the bodies of the letters. 

21. More liberties are taken with "documents not in Jefferson's handwriting" if the 
punctuation makes a passage "misleading or obscure"; but if more than one meaning is 
possible, the punctuation is not altered and the problem is discussed in a note (p. xxx). 
The trouble with such an approach is that if only one meaning is possible the reader does 
not really need the editor's intervention in the punctuation in order to find it. 
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panded, with the exception of those designating money or units of mea- 
sure and weight, those standing for proper names, and a miscellaneous 
group containing such forms as "wou'd," "do." (for "ditto"), and "&c." 
(though "&" alone is altered to "and"). The rationale for this arbitrary 
list of abbreviated forms to be retained is not clear, especially since Boyd 
recognizes that some of them will require editorial expansion in brack- 
ets. If there is a value in preserving these contractions, why should others 
be expanded silently? Boyd gives an example to show Jefferson's exten- 
sive use of abbreviations in hurried jottings: "wd hve retird immedly 
hd h. nt bn infmd" is expanded into "would have retired immediately 
had he not been informed" (p. xxxi). The expanded text, Boyd argues, 
"represents the kind of clear and readable form that Jefferson himself 
would have used for a document intended for formal presentation in 
print. It makes for clarity and readability and yet sacrifices nothing of 
Jefferson's words or meaning." But the document was not in fact in- 
tended for formal presentation, and to smooth its text out silently is to 
conceal the essential nature of the preserved document. And if the na- 
ture of a document is misrepresented, even if the literal "meaning" is 
preserved, can one say absolutely that the meaning has in no way been 
sacrificed? It is true that a long passage full of such abbreviations would 
slow the reader down, but the reader's convenience is surely not the 
primary consideration here. The argument presented for expanding 
contractions like "wd" and "hd" could just as well be applied to 
"Wmsbgh," yet contractions of geographical names are allowed to stand. 
Perhaps this distinction is one of the conscious inconsistencies Boyd 
alludes to, but the reason for it remains unclear. It is disturbing be- 
cause it would seem to reflect a wavering between two editorial ap- 
proaches-an indecisiveness whether to transcribe or to normalize. 

Three basic decisions about the nature of the edition are implicit 
in what has been said up to this point. One is that the text is to be criti- 
cal, in the sense that it incorporates certain kinds of changes dictated by 
the editor's judgment. A second is that the original text will not be fully 
recoverable from the data provided; some editorial changes, in other 
words, will not be recorded. And the third is that the edited text will 
not be "clear text"- that is, it will incorporate bracketed editorial in- 
sertions. These decisions also evidently underlie the treatment of sub- 
stantive matters, which Boyd turns to next. Conjectured readings are 
placed in roman type in square brackets and editorial comments (such 
as "/n the margin") appear in italics in square brackets. Such intrusions 
suggest precision, and it is therefore unfortunate that a bracketed read- 
ing in roman type followed by a question mark can mean two different 
things: either a conjecture at a point where the manuscript is mutilated 
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and part of the text is missing or else an attempt to read a faded passage 
or one that is "too illegible to be deciphered with certainty" (p. xxxii).22 
Obvious errors in the original texts are corrected, again indicating that 
the edited text is a critical one. In writings by Jefferson, the original 
readings in these instances are provided in notes; in writintgs by others 
(such as letters to Jefferson), the original readings are not reported- 
"though," Boyd adds, "if an error has psychological significance it will 
be allowed to stand, with a note when required." Once it is recognized, 
however, that errors can have psychological significance, it becomes hard 
to justify a policy that conceals any of them. And this treatment of errors 
-emending the text and recording the original readings in notes- is a 
further reflection of editorial indecisiveness, for it represents a third 
approach in contrast to the treatment of conjectured readings and of 
some contractions. In the case of errors, the text is emended but is kept 
free of editorial symbols; conjectured readings are also placed in the 
text but are marked there as such; and certain contractions remain un- 
emended but are explained by an editorial insertion in the text. Finally, 
if two or more copies or drafts of a document exist, variant or canceled 
readings are reported in notes only when they are "significant." (The 
variants in fact may not always be known, for it is stated a few pages 
later that "The editorial policy does not call for full collation of every 
document extant in more than one version" [p. xxxvi].)23 Nothing is 
said about the possibility that a variant reading could call attention to 
an error in the copy-text, which might then be emended with that vari- 
ant reading. Of course, if the editorial policy regards each edited text 
as an edition of a single copy of a document, emendations from other 
copies would not be allowed. But emendation to correct "obvious er- 
rors" is permitted here, and such a category is naturally a subjective one. 
Can a policy be logically defended which allows the correction of errors 
that a given editor discovers without recourse to another copy of the 
text but does not permit the correction of errors that he locates only 
through examination of another copy? Any procedure that might be 
called "eclectic" is automatically rejected by some editors. But if a text 
is not to be presented literally, then the editor's judgment is involved 
in determining at each point what ought to be in the text;24 and it is 

22. When such passages are not conjecturable, they are indicated by spaced periods 
within brackets if "one or two words or parts thereof" are missing; if a larger amount is 
missing, "a note to this effect will be subjoined." 

23. There may of course be some versions with no claim to authority. But a distinction 
should be made between those copies which it is essential to collate- even for an "ordinary" 
document- and those which can safely be dismissed. (In a later article ["Some Animadver- 
sions"- see note 14 above], Boyd says, "We insist upon collating every text available" [p. 52].) 

24. Of course, judgment is involved, even in a literal presentation, in deciding what 
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hard to draw a line between being critical (using one's judgment) and 
being eclectic (considering readings which come from outside a given 
copy of a text, whether from the editor's head or from another copy of 
the text). Perhaps such a line could, with careful definition, be worked 
out; but Boyd's discussion does not acknowledge the existence of this 
problem, though it implicitly raises the issue. 

All these points, one must remember, relate to the treatment of let- 
ters and "ordinary documents/' The other category of texts, "documents 
of major importance," are handled very differently. They are presented 
literally, exactly as found in the document supplying the copy-text- 
though with bracketed editorial insertions when required for clarifica- 
tion. Variant readings, as before, appear in notes; but all of them, not 
just the "significant" ones, are recorded. Canceled passages, however, 
are now given in the text, in italics within angle brackets, placed before 
the revised wording. Aside from the fact that it is unclear why canceled 
matter should be reported within the text for major documents and in 
notes for ordinary documents, the approach employed for the major 
documents is far simpler and more satisfactory than that for the ordi- 
nary documents. With the major documents, no complicated rules are 
necessary, and yet the reader knows exactly what he is using (with one 
exception to be noted below); with the ordinary documents, in spite of 
the complex guidelines, he cannot always know the reading of the origi- 
nal or what evidence is available in other copies or drafts. It may be 
true that fewer people will be interested in textual details about the 
ordinary documents; but, if those documents are less important, why 
should considerable editorial effort be expended to make them more 
conveniently readable, especially when that effort serves to conceal some 
evidence that could conceivably be of use? The juxtaposition of the two 
kinds of texts is in itself somewhat awkward; and the straightforward 
handling of the major documents makes the compromises involved in 
the treatment of the ordinary documents appear all the more unsatis- 
factory by contrast. 

There is, however, one serious weakness in the presentation of the 
major documents: the system used for recording canceled passages. The 
simple insertion of canceled matter in angle brackets cannot possibly 
inform the reader in many cases of the true textual situation, especially 
when no provision is made for labeling which words or syllables are 
entered above the line. For instance, in the edited text of Jefferson's 
first draft of the Virginia constitution of 1776, the following appears: 
is in fact present in the original text; but that is a different application of judgment from 
the one which results in altering what is in the text. (This distinction is commented on 
further in part III below.) 
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"unless suspended in their operation for his <con> assent" (p. 338, 
lines 4-5). One would naturally assume that Jefferson had started to 
write "consent/' changed his mind after writing the first syllable, then 
marked it out and wrote "assent." But a check of the manuscript (repro- 
duced facing p. 414) shows that Jefferson actually wrote "consent" and 
at some time after that crossed out the first syllable and inserted "as" 
above it.25 The printed transcription not only misrepresents the manu- 
script but fails to show that the revision may have occurred at a time 
later than that of the original inscription. A few lines later occurs the 
phrase "endeavoring to prevent the population of our country <by> 
& for that purpose obstructing the laws" (338.16-17); Jefferson's re- 
vision becomes clear only when one knows that "& for that purpose" 
was inserted above the line at the time when "by" was deleted. Begin- 
ning in the next line the edited text contains a phrase that is bound to 
leave readers even more puzzled: "raising the conditions of new ap- 
propriate ng>ons <new> of lands" (338.18-19). One can of course 
read the final text here; but if one wishes to know how it read earlier, 
one cannot simply add the bracketed letters, because no indication has 
been given of what words or letters were added at the time when the 
bracketed material was canceled. The manuscript shows that Jefferson 
first wrote "conditions of appropriating lands." After this "of" the word 
"new" is careted in; "on" is written over the "ng" and followed by "s"; 
and after that another caret points to "new of" with the "new" marked 
out. Thus Jefferson first revised his wording to "conditions of appropri- 
ating new lands"; then he further altered it to "conditions of new ap- 
propriations of lands." These examples are enough to show that the 
system is inadequate; reporting cancellations in this way serves little 
purpose because it does not provide enough information to allow one 
to reconstruct the stages of revision.26 

What I have been saying about the textual policy of the Jefferson 
edition is not meant to cast doubt on the accomplishment of this edition 
in other respects. It is surely a great achievement in its assemblage and 
arrangement of material, its exemplary historical annotation, and its 
generally efficient physical presentation (with each document followed 
by concise descriptive, explanatory, and- in some cases-textual notes). And it deserves to be praised for the role it has played in causing serious 
scholarly attention to be turned to the full-scale editing of important 
statesmen's papers- it has eloquently demonstrated why the scholarly 

25. The identical situation occurs again at 338.25. 
26. Some further remarks on Boyd's method in such texts are made by St. George L. 

Sioussat in American Historical Review, 56 (1950-51), 118-122- in one of the few reviews 
of an NHPRC edition to pay close attention to textual matters. 
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editor must place "the exacting claims of history" above "the amenities 
and a respect for the privacy and feelings of individuals" (p. xxviii). 
What is to be regretted is that an edition in such a strategic position of 
influence is so unsophisticated in its handling of the actual text. There 
is no single right way to edit a text, but the editorial policy of the Jeffer- 
son edition does not suggest that the alternatives have been clearly 
thought through. As a result, there is indecision as to whether the text 
is to be literal or critical, whether it is to be modernized or unmodern- 
ized, and whether it is to incorporate apparatus or have the apparatus 
appended. The reason given for retaining "&c." is that "it was widely 
used in eighteenth-century printing" (p. xxxi), but Jefferson's "&" is 
expanded in ordinary documents to "and," presumably because it would 
not have appeared in an eighteenth-century printed version. Yet, as 
Boyd recognizes, an editor cannot undertake to capitalize various nouns 
for Jefferson, even though Jefferson's "extreme economy" in the use of 
capitals was a matter in which he "differed from his contemporaries" 
(p. xxx). Is the question of how a given letter or private note would have 
appeared in print in the eighteenth century even a relevant one, when 
such documents were not intended for print? The way Jefferson wrote 
them, however unconventional it may have been, is what the reader is 
interested in. This view prevails part of the time, since the editor has 
thought it worthwhile to transcribe the major documents literally. But 
at other times there seems to be a feeling that formal matters are really 
not important and that a partially "conventionalized" rendering is all 
the reader needs. The statement of editorial method, in short, reflects 
no coherent textual rationale. 

Two years later Clarence E. Carter published Historical Editing 
(1952), a 51-page pamphlet which in some ways is the counterpart, for 
the historical field, of the CEAA's Statement of Editorial Principles and 
Procedures (1967, 1972). Although it was not meant to be an official 
statement of the NHPC (as the CEAA's pamphlet was a committee posi- tion paper), it was published as Bulletin No. 7 of the National Archives 
and was written by a man with extensive editorial experience in con- 
nection with a government project, The Territorial Papers of the United 
States (1934- ). Unlike the CEAA's pamphlet, which emphasizes 
printed texts and devotes most of its space to discussion of textual mat- 
ters, Carter's booklet deals with manuscript texts and spends only ten 
pages on textual questions. Carter refers favorably to Boyd's work early in his discussion (pp. 10-1 1), but it is clear that Carter's position is more 
conservative than Boyd's and that he places a higher value on the formal 
aspects of a text. 

Carter begins his account of "Textual Criticism" (pp. 20-25) with 
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the problem of establishing the authenticity of a document, and then 
he turns to "the operation designed to clear up such corruptions as may 
have entered it*' (p. 23). This statement suggests that the kind of edited 
text which Carter envisions is a critical one, not an exact transcription. 
The matter soon becomes less clear, however. Although he admits that 
originals may contain errors, he discusses emendations only in regard 
to copies. He implies that originals are not to be emended, because even 
in the copy retained by the writer "no editorial emendations are per- 
missible": "it is an official record, and the only resort is to call attention 
to the presence of specific errors" (p. 24). A copy made by someone else, 
in contrast, may be emended- but whether silently or not is uncertain. 
"Conjectural emendations," he says, "are recommended only when it is 
clear that the errors are due to the inadvertence of the scribe." But, he 
goes on, "such emendations should be plainly identified as such in foot- 
notes or by editorial brackets in the text" (p. 23). Yet on the next page 
he says that "slips of the pen" by the copyist can be corrected by "un- 
identified emendations." Apparently the second category is meant to 
consist of obvious errors, such as "the transposition of letters in words, 
or the repetition of words or lines," and the first of less obvious errors. 
But such a distinction is not definite enough to provide a workable basis 
for deciding which emendations are to be silent. There is a curious 
mixture here of strictness and leniency: nothing, not even errors, can 
be altered in a text from a document in the author's hand; but scribal 
copies can be emended, sometimes silently. This mixture also reflects 
an indecision similar to Boyd's about the nature of the editor's task- 
whether it is to produce an exact transcription of a surviving document 
or a critical text not identical with the text in any single extant docu- 
ment. The issue emerges squarely in Carter's paragraph on "the occa- 
sional needs to reconstruct a document when two or more textual ver- 
sions are encountered, each of which possesses attributes which stamp 
it as authentic" (p. 24). The word "reconstruct" suggests the production 
of an emended text; but his "harmonizing of the various versions" 
amounts to "the choice of the one which seems to be the most complete 
one of chronological priority," with readings from the other versions 
placed in brackets or in footnotes.27 

Carter says nothing further about emendation but instead turns to 
"Transcription" (pp. 25-30), where the emphasis is clearly on what he 
calls "exact copy." His comments are based on a thorough understand- 
ing of the value of retaining the original punctuation and spelling; he 
cites some useful examples illustrating the importance of punctuation 

27. Carter had earlier made the same points in his article, "The Territorial Papers of 
the United States," American Archivist, 8 (1945), 122-135. 
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in official documents (p. 26) and notes that the "interest in bad spelling 
lies partially in that it indicates the current pronunciation" (p. 28).28 
He believes that superscript letters, ligatures, abbreviations, date-lines, 
addresses, signatures, and the like should all be reproduced exactly.29 
Canceled matter, he says, can be inserted into the text, appropriately 
marked, or reported in notes- but not simply ignored. To eliminate 
these passages, as he rightly points out, "omits an element that often 
indicates what was actually passing through the mind of the writer 
which he concluded not to set down, and of course it also represents 
carelessness in many instances- a not unimportant facet of a writer's 
character" (p. 29). Carter's discussion of "Transcription," taken by it- 
self, sets forth an intelligent and well-considered approach, which is 
admirably put in practice in his own work on The Territorial Papers 
(commented on further below). 

Although he stresses objectivity here and throughout, he is aware 
that subjective judgment enters into transcription. When a mark of 
punctuation is not clearly identifiable, for instance, "it becomes the 
editor's responsibility to determine from the sense of the passage what 
was probably intended, and to proceed accordingly" (p. 26). This view 
is more realistic than the one expressed at the end of the preceding sec- 
tion, where he says that "the editor must eschew any and all forms of 
interpretation; he cannot deal with his documents in a subjective man- 
ner" (p. 25). What he is primarily getting at in this earlier statement is 
that the editor should not interpret the facts presented in his text, leaving 
that task for "the historian who uses the edited documents as a basis of 
historical composition." He is adamant on this point: "It cannot be too 
strongly emphasized that the editor's sole responsibility, after having 
established the purity of the documents, is to reproduce them with 
meticulous accuracy." Despite his insistence, the issue is not so easily 
settled, for it can be argued that the editor, having thought deeply about 
the text, is in the best position to suggest interpretations of it in his 

28. A few years later, Carter made the case even more forcefully, in "The Territorial 
Papers of the United States: A Review and a Commentary," Mississippi Valley Historical 
Review, 42 (i955~56)» 51°-524- EverY aspect of a document, he says there, is "part and 
parcel of the intellectual climate of an era. Editorial tampering with punctuation, spelling, 
paragraphing, and the like, which means the introduction of textual corruptions, is 
anathema" (p. ki6). 

29. The only departure he condones is in regard to spacing: "unusual spacing should 
not be reproduced" (p. 27), he says, and all paragraphs should begin with indentions and 
(surprisingly) all salutations run in with the first lines of texts. It would be more in keeping with Carter's respect for documentary evidence not even to allow these alterations. Spacing 
can of course be regarded as a nontextual matter; but Carter's desire to "avoid undue ex- 
panses of blank paper" seems a trivial justification for changing the way a writer sets off 
a salutation or complimentary close. 
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annotation. In any case, this question does not affect texual policy. But 
Carter does not perhaps sufficiently recognize the extent to which judg- 
ment inevitably enters the editorial process, especially when emenda- 
tion is allowed. His discussion, like many others in the historical field, 
neglects printed texts and (perhaps partly for that reason) fails to con- 
front adequately the issues involved in an editor's decision to produce a 
critical text; the issues are present even when the only choice for copy-text 
is a holograph letter, but they may call themselves more forcibly to the 
editor's attention when he has more occasion to deal with multiple ver- 
sions of a text. Nevertheless, Carter's comments are generally sensible, 
as far as they go, and he at least takes notice of- if he does not fully pur- 
sue-the problems of choosing a copy-text when one is faced with several 
copies, none of which is in the author's hand, or with multiple possibly 
authoritative texts. Certainly his views on punctuation and spelling and 
on the necessity for recording variants deserve to be heeded more than 
they have been. 

A third influential statement on historical editing was published two 
years after Carter's, in the Harvard Guide to American History (ed. 
Oscar Handlin et aL, 1954)- which contained a short section on "The 
Editing and Printing of Manuscripts" (pp. 95-104), prepared primarily 
by Samuel Eliot Morison. Because of the wide circulation which the 
Guide has achieved, a great many people have been exposed to this dis- 
cussion, and it has often been referred to in historical literature as a 
standard account of editing. When the Guide was revised in 1974 (ed. 
Frank Freidel et aL), the editors apparently saw no need to alter this 
section, for it was retained in practically identical form ("Editing and 
Printing," pp. 27-36).30 Yet it is a superficial treatment of editing which, 
like Boyd's and Carter's, oversimplifies or fails to touch basic questions 
which any editor must consider. 

The discussion attempts "to set forth general principles of editing 
American documents" and begins with the usual point that "printing 
is unable to reproduce a longhand manuscript exactly." But from there 
on, difficulties arise. Three methods of preparing texts are announced- 
called the Literal, the Expanded, and the Modernized- and a prelimi- 
nary section offers directions that apply to all three. Some of these direc- 
tions are overly precise and unnecessary- such as specifying that a saluta- 
tion should be printed in small capitals or that the date line, regardless 

30. Citations below are to subsection and paragraph numbers of the 1954 edition; the 
identical passages can easily be located in the 1974 edition, where the paragraph numbers 
remain the same (the subsections are not numbered but readily identified). The only signifi- 
cant revision in 1974 is the alteration of the opening paragraph to include references to 
five more recent discussions of editing, including Carter's. 
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of where it appears in the original, should consistently be "printed 
either in italics under the heading, or at the end" (1. 2). What such di- 
rections do reveal is that some silent alterations of the original are to 
be allowed- even in the Literal Method, since these directions apply to 
all the methods. Three other preliminary directions indicate further- 
and more objectionable- silent alterations. When a manuscript is torn 
or illegible, editorial comments are to be inserted in italics within 
brackets and conjectured readings in roman type within brackets, as 
Boyd recommended; but, unlike Boyd, the Guide claims that "if only 
one to four letters [of a long word] are missing, brackets are unnecessary 
and pedantic" (1. 3)- on the grounds that the editor can be sure in those 
cases of what had originally been written. Yet obviously one cannot real- 
ly be certain what spelling was used; not to indicate in some way what 
the editor has done misrepresents the surviving evidence by offering as 
a fact what is actually an inference.31 Another direction calls for insert- 
ing "[sic]" after "a very strange spelling or mistake of the original writ- 
er" (I.5), implying that mistakes are not to be emended. Yet the same 
direction states, "One may correct, without notice, obvious slips of the 
writer's pen such as 'an an hour ago/ " As in Carter's discussion, nothing 
explicit is said about what distinguishes errors to be silently corrected 
from those to be retained. The two categories in fact represent very 
different approaches to editing, and their juxtaposition here requires 
further explanation. Still another direction, dealing with manuscript 
alterations, asserts that "canceled passages are omitted unless they con- 
tain something of particular interest, when they may be inserted in a 
footnote" (1. 7). No discussion of what value canceled passages may have 
is given, nor of what might cause some to be of particular interest; if 
the point had been taken up and analyzed, the difficulty of regarding 
any cancellations in a letter or journal as insignificant would have be- 
come apparent.32 

The subsection on the Literal Method begins with the statement, 
"Follow the manuscript absolutely in spelling, capitalization, and punc- 
tuation"- unaccompanied by an explanation of how this directive is 
consistent with such earlier rules, applicable to all methods, as the one 
permitting silent corrections of slips of the pen. And it is immediately 
followed by a troublesome exception: "in very illiterate manuscripts, 

31. Besides, the arbitrary limit of four letters is illogical, since there could well be 
instances of more missing letters in which the intended word was equally obvious. 

32. The final sentence of this rule makes the odd suggestion that a clerk's marginal 
glosses in "court and similar records" may "either be omitted, or used as subheadings to save expense." If they are so unimportant that they can be omitted entirely, it seems 
strange that an alternative is to give them a prominent place in the text itself- so promi- nent as to impose upon the text the sense of its structure envisioned by the clerk. 
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 THE EDITING OF HISTORICAL DOCUMENTS  19 

where little or no punctuation is used, a minimum necessary to under- 
stand the text may be supplied; and in documents where the writer 
begins practically every word with a capital, the editor may use his 
discretion " 

(II. 1). Although the editor is told that he should state "the 
practice followed" in a preliminary note, there is no requirement for 
him to record his alterations. Obviously the point of a literal method is 
to reproduce the text of a document exactly as it stands; if a manuscript 
is "illiterate," the reader of a literal text of it will expect to see the char- 
acteristics that make it illiterate. There is no logic in setting up a cate- 
gory called "Literal Method" and then saying that an editor can, in 
extreme cases, make changes for the convenience of the reader and still 
produce a literal text. Even if there were really much difficulty in reading 
a text in which most words are capitalized, the ease of readibility is not 
a criterion for a literal text. A few changes, of purely typographic sig- 
nificance, can be defended in a literal text, such as the elimination of 
the long "s"--a literal text, after all, is to be distinguished from a type- 
facsimile. Manuscript abbreviations, however, constitute a difficult cate- 
gory: one would expect an abbreviation to be reproduced, not expanded, 
in a literal text, and yet some abbreviations would require specially 
cast types to be printed. The rule given here is to print abbreviations 
and contractions "exactly as written within the limitations of available 
type'9 (II.4) and otherwise to expand them without brackets (II. 5). This 
procedure is defensible as a practical compromise; but unfortunately 
the impression is given that an editor need not explain exactly what he 
has altered in this respect. 

For the so-called Expanded Method, taken up next, the Guide rec- 
ommends Boyd's practice, though it prefers more expansion of abbrevia- 
tions and more standardization of designations for money, weights, and 
measures. In fact, most of the discussion is concerned with the treatment 
of abbreviations, the general policy being to "spell out all abbreviations 
except those still used today . . . and those of months, proper names, and 
titles" (III. 2). No rationale is given for the aims of the Expanded Meth- 
od, but since the goal is not to produce a modernized text (that is the 
subject of the third method) it is not clear why the present-day currency 
of an abbreviation is relevant. Nor is it clear just what changes are to be 
made silently. All sentences are to begin with a capital and end with a 
period, "no matter what the writer does" (III.i); these changes and most 
expansions of abbreviations are apparently to be made without com- 
ment, but supplied letters which follow the last one in a superscript 
abbreviation are, inexplicably, to be enclosed in brackets ("m°" becomes 
"mo[nth]"). Except for the treatment of the opening and closing of 
sentences, the original capitalization and punctuation are to be retained 
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(III.i), and the spelling as well, even if inconsistent (III.5); the point in 
standardizing the money, weight, and measure designations, therefore, 
becomes less clear by contrast.33 Indeed, the point of the Expanded 
Method as a whole is puzzling. It is not, as one might at first suppose of 
an emended but unmodernized text, to correct errors, nor is it to pro- 
duce consistency, except in a few minor respects; it is simply, as the 
name indicates, to expand some of the abbreviations. But this expansion 
does not really constitute a separate 

' 'method' '; it is more accurately 
regarded as a form of annotation. One could just as well have a literal 
text with the explanations of the abbreviations in brackets or notes; 
indeed, such a procedure would be preferable to the uncertainties sug- 
gested here. If the Expanded Method were truly a different method of 
editing, it would have to involve a basically different approach to the 
text- a critical approach, for instance, in which the text is emended to 
correct errors and resolve cruxes. Despite the confusions of the section 
on the Expanded Method, it ends with a salutary caution: 
Some editors begin every new sentence with a capital letter, even if the writer 
does not. This is unobjectionable if it is clear where the writer intended a 
new sentence to begin; but often it is not clear. Punctuation in all manu- 
scripts before the nineteenth century is highly irregular; and if you once 
start replacing dashes by commas, semicolons, or periods, as the sense may 
seem to warrant, you are asking for trouble. (III.6) 
Ironically this closing statement, which contradicts the opening point 
of the section ("always capitalize the first word and put a period at the 
end of the sentence no matter what the writer does"), is the most sensible 
one in the whole discussion.34 

The subsection on the Modernized Method requires little comment. 
Modernization is said to be for "the average reader who is put off by 
obsolete spelling and erratic punctuation." The extent to which the 
average reader is "put off" by such features of a text is probably not so 
great as many editors seem to think. In any case, the modernization 

33. Incidentally, the rule on such designations (III.3) states, "Points after monetary 
abbreviations are superfluous." But a previous rule (III.2b) tells what to do if an abbrevia- 
tion is "still obscure after superior letters are brought down and a point added," as if the 
addition of the point is a factor in producing clarity. Whether abbreviations are written 
with or without periods is a matter of convention; determining whether or not a period 
is "superfluous" does not normally involve considerations of meaning. 

34. Another statement which offers valuable advice occurs in the preliminary sub- 
section: "In reprinting a document it is better to prepare a fresh text from the manuscript 
or photostat; for if an earlier printed edition is used as the basis, one is apt to repeat some 
of the former editor's errors, or maybe add others of one's own" (I.9). The last seven words 
should of course be eliminated: an editor can naturally make mistakes of his own, but 
this danger is present whether he is working from the original or a printed edition. 
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recommended here is a confused concept. The first direction is the ex- 
pected one: "Modernize the spelling, capitalization, and punctuation, 
but pay scrupulous respect to the language" (IV. 1)- although one might 
not expect the additional statement, "Paragraphs and sentences that are 
too long may be broken up." What is confusing, however, is that the 
same instruction also contains this sentence: "Where the original writ- 
er has obviously omitted a word like not, or, for instance, has written 
east when you know he means west, the editor may add or correct a 
word; but he should place it within square brackets." The correction 
of errors is an entirely separate matter from modernization, and the two 
should not be linked together here as aspects of the same "method." 
One can modernize a text without correcting errors, and one can emend 
without modernizing. An introduction to editorial method which does 
not make this distinction will only encourage illogical thinking. 

The confusions which underlie the Guide's whole discussion are 
epitomized in the concluding remarks on "Choice of Method" (VI). 
The choice is said to depend "partly on the kind of document in ques- 
tion, but mainly on practical considerations, especially on the purpose 
of the publication." The nature of the document does determine wheth- 
er expansion of abbreviations or modernization is required, once it has 
been decided that the edition is aimed at an audience which would re- 
quire such alterations; but that decision comes first, since for some pur- 
poses only the literal approach will suffice, regardless of the complexities 
of the document. To say that documents of the sixteenth and seven- 
teenth centuries "full of contractions" should be printed literally "in 
a publication destined for scholarly readers only" is both to underesti- 
mate the capacities of a wider audience and to ignore completely the 
possibility of accompanying a literal text with textual annotation. But 
why anyone, scholar or not, needs an unmodernized text does not seem 
to be fully grasped: an expanded text is said to be better for the student 
than a modernized one "because the wording, spelling, and punctuation 
of the original give it a certain flavor"- a statement suggesting only a 
trivial interest in these matters (and again including "wording" as one 
of the concerns of modernization). The assertion that "for a new edi- 
tion of some classic such as the Virginia 'Lament for Mr. Nathaniel 
Bacon/ or the poetry of Edward Taylor, the Modernized Method is 
best" shows a complete failure to understand the serious reasons for 
being interested in spelling and punctuation and implies that those 
features are of less concern in "literary" than in "historical" documents. 
(An earlier similar comment claims that the "texts of recent editions of 
Shakespeare, Dryden, and the King Tames Bible have been established 
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by this [modernized] method"- as if modernizing could "establish" a 
text, instead of being a way of altering a text, once established.)35 The 
motto offered at the end of the section is in the spirit of the rest of the 
discussion: "Accuracy without Pedantry. / Consistency first, last, and 
always/' The accuracy required for establishing a text may be regarded 
as pedantry by some, without affecting its desirability, and what exces- 
sive accuracy might be is not defined. If consistency of editorial treat- 
ment is the prime virtue, then surely a logical consistency of editorial 
rationale is a necessity; the Guide in this respect sets a poor example.36 

These three statements of editorial method were not the only ones 
available to historical editors of the 1950s and 1960s. Thirty years earli- 
er, for instance, the Anglo-American Historical Committee produced a 
two-part "Report"37- the first dealing with medieval and the second 
with modern documents- which was in many ways an intelligent and 
carefully considered statement. Unfortunately it recommended mod- 
ernizing punctuation for all documents;38 but, unlike some later treat- 
ments, it recognized the importance of recording cancellations and 
revisions and of providing a detailed account of the practice of the manu- 
script text in any respect in which the editor alters it.39 Boyd, Carter, 

35. A superficial reason is also given for not being literal in quotations cited in sec- 
ondary works: in these cases "the Expanded Method is far preferable to the literal, since 
the latter clashes unnecessarily with a modern text and makes readers pause to puzzle over 
odd spellings and abbreviations." (The Expanded Method here sounds very similar to the 
Modernized.) For some reason bracketed explanations are disapproved of in such quota- 
tions, though appended footnotes are not. 

36. Just before the end it is stated that every text "should be compared word for word 
with the original, or with a microfilm or photographic copy," as if comparison against 
a photocopy could be substituted for comparison against the original. Many later historical 
editors do in fact comment on having taken their texts from photostats, microfilms, and the 
like, seemingly unaware of the dangers involved; literary editors more frequently remark 
on the necessity for the collation of transcriptions against the original manuscripts. For an 
excellent statement explaining why photographic reproduction can be "the most dangerous 
thing of all" for persons who have "a touching faith in the notion that 'the camera does 
not lie/ " see pp. 70-72 of Arthur Brown's article cited in note 97 below. 

37. "Report on Editing Historical Documents," Bulletin of the Institute of Historical 
Research [University of London!, 1 (1023-24), 6-2*; 3 (1025-26), 13-26. 

38. "It is customary to adopt modern methods of punctuation, and cases are few in 
which departure from this procedure is advisable. The editor should, however, be careful 
not to alter the sense of a passage in altering the punctuation" (3, 22). 

39. Two still earlier statements have much in common with the later ones. Charles 
Francis Adams, Jr., in "The Printing of Old Manuscripts," Proceedings of the Massachusetts 
Historical Society, 20 (1882-83), 175-182, complains about the practice of reproducing 
manuscript abbreviations in print and believes that fidelity to a manuscript text "can be 
carried to fanaticism" (p. 182), though he does recognize that at least "the scholarly few" 
may wish to preserve the "complexion, as it were, of the period to which the book belongs." 
In "Suggestions for the Printing of Documents Relating to American History," Annual 
Report of the American Historical Association, 1905, 1:45-48, the position is taken that a 
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and the Harvard Guide, however, are more important for anyone ex- 
amining the NHPRC editions. Boyd's edition led the way for the later 
editions and was taken as a model, and the other two discussions fol- 
lowed in quick succession at a time when some of the later editions were 
being organized. The first and third especially have had a considerable 
influence on a large number of American editions, which either refer 
to them explicitly or are modeled on other editions that follow their 
recommendations. If that were not the case, they would hardly deserve 
the attention given them here; but their deficiencies have apparently 
not been regarded as obvious. The discussion in the Guide is the least 
satisfactory, as Carter's is the best, of the group; all three have serious 
shortcomings, but the one with the most merit ironically has been cited 
the least often. A recognition of the indecisiveness of these discussions- 
particularly the two most influential ones-in regard to editorial theory 
and procedure suggests what a weak foundation they provide for the 
massive superstructure later erected. 

II 
A brief survey of some of the historical editions which followed, be- 

ginning in 1959 with the Franklin, Calhoun, and Clay editions, will 
illustrate how similar their characteristic position is to that of one or 
more of the three statements of the early 1950s.40 Leonard W. Labaree, 
in The Papers of Benjamin Franklin (Yale University Press, 1959- ),41 
manuscript should be printed "in the form which it would have borne if the author had 
contemporaneously put it into print" (p. 47), with obvious mistakes corrected, abbreviations 
expanded, and some punctuation clarified- though with certain cancellations recorded, as 
offering "some indication of the mental process of the writer." A more recent discussion by 
Edith G. Firth, "The Editing and Publishing of Documents," Canadian Archivist News- 
letter, No. 1 (1963), 3-12, makes clearer the reasons for not modernizing and recognizes 
that much modernization in any case results from "underestimating Everyman's ability" 
(p. 4). A similar point of view was cogently set forth thirty years earlier by Hilary Jenkinson, 
in "The Representation of Manuscripts in Print," London Mercury, 30 (1934), 429-438 
(which also comments on the relation between historical and literary editing). 

40. My brief comments on the editorial policies of these editions are not meant to be 
comprehensive; many other features, both praiseworthy and regrettable, could be dis- 
cussed in addition to those I select as relevant illustrations here. Most of the editions, for 
instance, place in brackets editorial conjectures for illegible or missing words or letters, and 
most report variants or canceled readings on a selective basis, but these practices are gen- 
erally not referred to. Citation of page numbers in each case, unless otherwise specified, 
refers to the first volume of an edition. 

41. On the history and editing of Franklin's papers, see Francis S. Philbrick, "Notes 
on Early Editions and Editors of Franklin," Proceedings of the American Philosophical 
Society, 97 (1953), 525-564; William E. Lingelbach, "Benjamin Franklin's Papers and the 
American Philosophical Society," ibid., 99 (1955), 359-380; Leonard W. Labaree and Whit- 
field J. Bell, Jr., "The Papers of Benjamin Franklin: A Progress Report," ibid., 101 (1957), 
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sets out to follow "a middle course between exact reproduction . . . and 
complete modernization" (p. xl)42 and cites the Harvard Guide for "a 
discussion of principles which the editors have in general followed/' 
The aim is "to preserve as faithfully as possible the form and spirit in 
which the authors composed their documents, and at the same time to 
reproduce their words in a manner intelligible to the present-day read- 
er/' Insofar as the second aim involves alteration of the original, it 
would seem to be incompatible with the first. Labaree distinguishes his 
treatment of printed copy-texts from that of manuscript copy-texts. The 
former, he says, are "considered as having been edited once from an 
original manuscript" and therefore are presented as originally printed, 
except for the silent alteration of certain typographic conventions (italic 
proper names are made roman and words in full capitals are made lower 
case) and the silent correction of "obvious" errors (otherwise, "no at- 
tempt will be made to reconstruct the original version"). In manuscript 
copy-texts, however, contractions are expanded, periods are placed at 
the ends of sentences, and punctuation is altered in various other ways: 
"A dash used in place of a period, comma, or semicolon will be replaced 
by the appropriate mark of punctuation .... Commas scattered mean- 
inglessly through a sentence will be silently omitted" (p. xlii). These 
procedures leave the editor in the ironic position of treating printed 
texts-which are at least one step removed from the author's manuscript 
and may contain compositors' alterations- with greater respect than 
authorial manuscript texts, in which there is direct evidence of the au- 
thor's practice. Furthermore, there is no recognition of the fact that 
printed texts may vary from copy to copy or that manuscript texts may 
be of a kind that were never intended for publication. The idea that a 
printed copy-text has already "been edited once" and thus requires less 
alteration implies that the scholarly editor's function, like that of the 
printing- or publishing-house editor, is to put a text- regardless of its 
nature- in "publishable" shape. But, as Labaree knows, a scholar is in- 
terested in the "form and spirit" of Franklin himself; and most of the 
silent changes described here can only take one farther away from him. 
Part of the texture of contemporary detail is sacrificed for the sake of a 

532-534; Labaree, "The Papers of Benjamin Franklin," Daedalus, 86 (1955-57), 57-62, and 
"The Benjamin Franklin Papers," Williams Alumni Review, 59 (February 1967), 11. P. M. 
Zall's article (see note 6 above) illustrates the kind of work which remains to be done on 
the textual history of Franklin's Autobiography, even after the appearance of the Yale 
edition. 

42. Cf. his generalization, in "Scholarly Editing in Our Times," Ventures, 3 (Winter 
1964), 28-31, that recent editors "may make concessions ... to modern usage in such mat- 
ters as spelling, capitalization, and punctuation, but they reproduce to the utmost of their 
ability the phraseology of the original" (p. 29). 
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supposedly more readable text, though many of the deleted features 
would not have caused a reader any real difficulties in the first place. 
One must wonder why, if a partially modernized text of Franklin had to 
be produced, it could not have been accompanied by a record of edi- 
torial alterations.43 

The same year, in The Papers of John C. Calhoun (University of 
South Carolina Press, 1959- ), Robert L. Meriwether took a different 
position from Labaree, arguing that printed texts could be treated more 
freely than manuscript texts because Calhoun was not responsible for 
printed reports of speeches and the like; yet the freedom employed- 
involving the silent revision of capitalization and punctuation and the 
breaking up of paragraphs- seems excessive, especially in view of the 
fact that Calhoun probably revised the reporter's accounts in some cases 
(p. xxxv). In manuscript texts, the editor does not allow Calhoun to em- 
ploy two marks of punctuation together (one is chosen), and dashes at 
the ends of sentences are silently changed to periods. The most confus- 
ing device in this edition is the use of roman type in square brackets to 
represent both editorial restorations and authorial cancellations. W. 
Edwin Hemphill, taking over with the second volume (1963), makes 
explicit reference to the Expanded Method of the Harvard Guide (p. 
xxvii). By contrast, The Papers of Henry Clay (University of Kentucky 
Press, 1959- ), edited by James F. Hopkins,44 says little about editorial 
method and nothing about punctuation, except that the lowering of 
superscript letters sometimes affects the punctuation. Presumably punc- 
tuation is otherwise unaltered, and the "original spelling and capitaliza- 
tion have been retained" (p. ix), so that this edition may come closer to 
offering a literal treatment than the others of 1959- although "typo- 
graphical errors" in printed texts are silently corrected. The problem of variant texts, frequently slighted in historical editions, is at least 
commented on here: "When several contemporary copies, but not the 
original letter of delivery, have been discovered, that which most closely 
approximates the form identified with the sender has been used. When 
there are several versions of a manuscript in the inscriber's hand, that 
which most closely represents his final intent has been accepted." This 
statement shows no awareness of the intricacies of textual criticism. The 
first sentence does not recognize the possibility of constructing an "eclec- 

43. Labaree follows Boyd's system of printing significant canceled passages in foot- 
notes for ordinary documents and recording cancellations within the text for important 
documents. A few criticisms of the textual policy of the Franklin edition appear in J. A. 
Leo Lemay's review of the eighteenth volume in American Historical Review, 81 (1976), 
1223-24. 

44. See also his "Editing the Henry Clay Papers," American Archivist, 20 (1957), 231- 
238. 
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tic" text; it assumes that the task is to edit a single document, not the 
text which is found embodied in several documents. Yet when errors in 
a printed copy are silently corrected, the editor is concerning himself 
with an idealized text rather than with the reproduction of a specific 
embodiment of the text; the principle that is recognized in handling 
a printed text is not extended to situations involving scribal copies, 
though both may obviously contain departures from the author's manu- 
script. And the second sentence does not suggest the difficulties of de- 
termining "final intent* ' or the importance of variant readings among 
the holograph drafts. 

In 1961 two more large editions began publication. One was The 
Adams Papers (Belknap Press of Harvard University Press)- which, like 
the Jefferson and Franklin editions, had been designated a priority proj- 
ect by the NHPC.45 Lyman H. Butterfield, describing his editorial 
method in the first volume of The Diary and Autobiography of John 
Adams, praises those other two editions, and it is clear that his proce- 
dures closely resemble those of the Jefferson edition (with which he had 
earlier been associated).46 He aims at a "middle ground between pedan- 
tic fidelity and readability" (p. lvi) and adds that scholars who are "con- 
cerned with the ultimate niceties of a critical passage" can "resort" to 
the microfilm edition of the Adams papers.47 It is true that the avail- 
ability of the papers on microfilm makes it easier for a scholar to check 
readings in the manuscripts, but that fact has no bearing on the editor's 
responsibility for producing a sound text in a letterpress edition. The 
reason for undertaking a letterpress edition of material available on 

45. For general accounts of the papers, see L. H. Butterfield, "The Papers of the 
Adams Family: Some Account of Their History," Proceedings of the Massachusetts His- 
torical Society, 71 (1953-57), 328-356 (abridged as "Whatever You Write Preserve" in 
American Heritage, 10 [April 1959], 26-33, 88-93); Butterfield, "The Adams Papers," 
Daedalus, 86 (i955~57)> 62-71; and Wendell D. Garrett, "The Papers of the Adams Family: 
'A Natural Resource of History,' 

" Historical New Hampshire, 21, no. 3 (Autumn 1966), 
28-37. All three include some historical comments on the editing of the papers. See also 
Butterfield in Holland: A Record of L. H. Butterfield' s Pursuit of the Adamses Abroad in 
I959 (*96l)> with comments by Julian P. Boyd and Walter Muir Whitehill; and The Adams 
Papers: Remarks by Julian P. Boyd, Thomas B. Adams, L. H. Butterfield, the President of 
the United States (1962). 

46. There is thus the same difficulty here with interpreting canceled matter placed 
in angle brackets, when there is no symbol for interlineations: one cannot always tell 
whether the cancellation was made at the time of inscription or possibly later. 

47. This edition (1954-59), in some 600 reels, has been influential in the movement to 
make manuscript collections available in microfilm form. For historical and evaluative 
comments on it, see L. H. Butterfield, " 'Vita sine literis, mors est': The Microfilm Edition 
of the Adams Papers," Quarterly Journal of the Library of Congress, 18 (1960-61), 53-58; 
Merrill Jensen, Samuel Flagg Bemis, and David Donald, " 'The Life and Soul of History/ 

" 
New England Quarterly, 34 (1961), 96-105; and Wendell D. Garrett, "Opportunities for 
Study: The Microfilm Edition of The Adams Papers," Dartmouth College Library Bulletin, 
n.s., 5 (1962), 26-33. 
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microfilm is not simply to offer a more readable (that is, partly mod- 
ernized) text; it is to furnish readers with a text which has benefited 
from the editor's critical thinking about what the writer meant to have 
in that text.48 Of course, a scholar under any circumstances may wish to 
consult the original manuscripts (just as he might wish to check on any 
other documentation); but to justify silent alterations in a printed text 
on the grounds that a scholar can always look at the manuscripts is to 
conceive of editing as little more than styling for present-day readability. 
In addition, the discussion suggests that only a few scholars will be in- 
terested in such matters as punctuation and even takes a disparaging 
tone toward anyone concerned with them. Rather than counting on the 
reader's agreement that it is "pedantic" to be interested in the "ulti- 
mate niceties" of a text, it would be more positive and productive to 
assume that readers will want to understand the text as fully as they 
can and will not wish to slight any aspect of it in the process. 

As with many other historical editions, the determination here not 
to emend from a variant text is in odd contrast to the leniency with 
which the selected text is handled. Relevant texts are collated and "sig- 
nificant" differences are recorded; however, Butterfield says, "Whatever 
version is found in the manuscripts being edited has perforce been con- 
sidered the 'basic' text in the present volume" (p. lix). Two years later, 
in the opening volume of Adams Family Correspondence, a supplemen- 
tary editorial discussion marks a notable departure from this practice: 
the comparison of copies, it is said, can call attention to clarifications of 
grammar, corrections of spelling, and the like, and such changes are 
adopted silently (p. xlv). The fact that their immediate source is another 
document makes this an "eclectic" procedure, and the statement is a 
welcome recognition of the possibility of editing a text rather than a 
document. The Adams edition, unlike many of the literary editions of 
published works, does not fully carry this approach through; but it has 
gone farther than most of the historical editions in enunciating the 
principle on which the establishment of critical texts rests.49 

The other edition beginning in 1961, The Papers of Alexander 
Hamilton (Columbia University Press), edited by Harold C. Syrett,50 
places even more stress on modernization: not only are punctuation and 
capitalization altered "where it seemed necessary to make clear the sense 

48. And, on the nontextual side, to provide historical annotation. 
49. wnetner critical texts are more appropriate tor some kinds ot material than others 

is a separate question, as is the desirability of a record of all emendations in critical texts. 
50. In an earlier article on "The Papers of Alexander Hamilton, in the Historian, 

19 (1956-57), 168-181, Syrett and Jacob E. Cooke say that the Hamilton editors "expect to 
rely heavily on the precedent set by the Jefferson papers." See also Syrett, "Alexander 
Hamilton Collected," Columbia University Forum, 5, no. 2 (Spring 1962), 24-28. 
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of the writer" but a "special effort has been made to eliminate the dash, 
which was such a popular eighteenth-century device" (p. xvii). The 
reader is at more of a loss than usual to know what the editor has done, 
because "unintentional slips" are handled in one of four ways (they are 
allowed to stand, explained in a note, corrected with bracketed inser- 
tions, or corrected silently), but there is no discussion of the circum- 
stances for choosing one method over another. Deletions are reported 
only when "the significance of a manuscript seems to warrant it," as is 
also the case in The Papers of James Madison (University of Chicago 
Press, 1962- ), edited by William T. Hutchinson and William M. E. 
Rachal (and, later, Robert A. Rutland).51 Because Madison made some 
revisions in his papers long after they were written, the editors rightly 
feel that these later alterations should be distinguished from the earlier 
ones: "Changes which the editors believe that Madison made in later 
life, when looking back over his papers, are given in footnotes" (p. 
xxxvii). But since the determination of which revisions fall into this 
class rests on editorial judgment and since cancellations are not reported 
ordinarily, there is the possibility that in some instances Madison's later 
revisions have been incorporated into the text, with no record of can- 
celed readings to call attention to the potential problem. Donald Jack- 
son's edition, the same year, of the Letters of the Lewis and Clark Ex- 
pedition, with Related Documents, 1783-1854 (University of Illinois 
Press, 1962), is again a partly modernized edition: "When in doubt as 
to how to proceed in a trivial matter I silently follow modern practice." 
He employs identical policies in two later editions, The Journals of 
Zebulon Montgomery Pike (University of Oklahoma Press, 1966- ) 
and The Expeditions of John Charles Fremont (edited with Mary Lee 
Spence; University of Illinois Press, 1970- ). Like many of his fellow 
editors, he insists on normalizing the end-punctuation of sentences and 
eliminating superfluous dashes.52 He is also characteristic in neglecting 
the possibility of authoritative variants in printed texts; as he says in 
the Fremont, "Material taken from printed texts is so indicated . . . but 
no attempt is made to record other printed versions." His departures 
from his copy-texts are in general said to be "based on common sense 
and the current practice of scholars." Whether that current practice is in turn based on a coherent and defensible editorial rationale is not in- 

51. For a history of the early work on this edition, see William H. Runge, "The Madi- 
son Papers," American Archivist, 20 (1957), 313-317. 

52. One troublesome aspect of the punctuation in the Frimont is the treatment of the 
accent in Fremont's name. The editors have decided that the name can appear both with 
and without the accent; but they will not then allow it to appear both ways within a 
single document. 
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quired into; practices which are current tend to become self-perpetuat- 
ing by inspiring uncritical acceptance.53 

Some of the other editions of the late 1960s follow the same path. 
The goal of The Papers of Henry Laurens (University of South Carolina 
Press, 1968- ), edited by Philip M. Hamer (and, later, George C. Rog- 
ers, Jr.),54 is to follow "with some deviations" the Expanded Method of 
the Harvard Guide. Although the object is "not only an accurate but a 
readable text," the word "accurate" here cannot refer to punctuation, 
and modernization seems to take first place: "The flavor of the eigh- 
teenth century . . . has been maintained where clarity would not be 
sacrificed" (p. xxxi). The editorial function is conceived of as the ac- 
curate conveyance of "meaning" rather than of a text: "Superfluous 
commas may be omitted or reduced in number, and commas will be 
added when they will assist the reader, but no punctuation will be 
changed unless it is clear to the editors that no change of meaning will 
result." What is clear to one informed person, of course, may not be so 
to another, and it is debatable whether the "readability" gained is worth 
the price of not knowing what is in the original; reporting the evidence 
would not settle the question whether modernization is desirable, but 
it would make the situation more tolerable. The Correspondence of 
James K. Polk (Vanderbilt University Press, 1969- ), edited by Her- 
bert Weaver, also modernizes for "clarity," including grammar in what 
can be altered. "These changes have generally been made silently," 
Weaver says, "rather than risk cluttering the pages with editorial props 
that divert attention from the meaning or spirit of the writers" (p. xii)55 
-though the alterations themselves have already done that to some 
extent. 

Not all the editions of the late 1960s, however, conform to the pre- 
vailing pattern. One is pleasantly surprised to find that Arthur S. Link's 
edition of The Papers of Woodrow Wilson (Princeton University Press, 
1966- )56 makes very few- and clearly defined- silent emendations 

53. Jackson has described the process of getting an edition underway (drawing on his 
experiences with his more recent edition of George Washington's papers) in "Starting in 
the Papers Game," Scholarly Publishing, 3 (1971-72), 28-38. (He also comments on "The 
Papers of George Washington" in Manuscripts, 22 [1970!, 2-11.) 

54. See also Rogers's "The Papers of Henry Laurens," University of South Carolina 
Magazine, 1 (1965), 5-8. 

55. The next sentence reads, "In the few instances where excessive editorial license 
was practiced, that fact has been noted." Surely the editor does not find his own alterations 
excessive; what is presumably meant is that some alterations are too great to go unnoted. 
But the reader has no way of knowing where the line has been drawn between silent and 
reported emendations. 

56. See also Burl Noggle, "A Note on Historical Editing: The Wilson Papers in Per- 
spective," Louisiana History, 8 (1967), 281-297. 
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(such as lowering superscript letters and replacing dashes with periods 
at the ends of sentences); otherwise, each document is "reproduced 
exactly as it appears in the original" (p. xvi), with any change marked 
by brackets (and deleted matter reported in angle brackets). It is true 
that the changes are made "for the sake of clarity," as in the other 
editions, but here the reader knows where they occur. Similarly, LeRoy 
P. Graf and Ralph W. Haskins, in The Papers of Andrew Johnson (Uni- 
versity of Tennessee Press, 1967- ),57 make no changes of spelling or 
punctuation without using brackets (and apparently the only alteration 
of punctuation is the insertion of bracketed periods), although they add 
in the second volume (1970) that slips of the pen are eliminated. A third 
edition of these years, John Y. Simon's edition of The Papers of Ulysses 
S. Grant (Southern Illinois University Press, 1967- ),58 is particularly 
commendable. It can state flatly that "None of Grant's spelling, gram- 
mar, or punctuation has been altered" (p. xxxi), and it reports deletions 
in canceled type. 

Most of the historical editions which followed in the 1970s unfor- 
tunately did not imitate these three editions but continued in the fa- 
miliar pattern of partial modernization and selective recording of evi- 
dence. Robert A. Rutland's edition of The Papers of George Mason 
(University of North Carolina Press, 1970) states that it is following 
Boyd's Jefferson; while it retains inconsistent spellings, it silently regu- 
larizes the punctuation of sentence-endings, reduces Mason's capitalized 
pronouns to lower case, and inserts periods "in place of many a semi- 
colon or colon that the writer obviously intended to function as a break 
rather than a pause" (p. xxii). Haskell M. Monroe, Jr., and James T. 
Mclntosh, in The Papers of Jefferson Davis (Louisiana State University 
Press, 1971- ) also silently emend punctuation according to modern 
standards, sometimes "correcting" a colon to a comma or a period; but, 
oddly, they do not insert what they regard as needed punctuation where 
no punctuation is present in the manuscript, representing the lack in- 
stead by an extended space. The Papers of Joseph Henry (Smithsonian Institution Press, 1972- ), edited by Nathan Reingold, takes the Adams 
edition as its model and incorporates canceled matter in angle brackets 
if of "historical, psychological, or stylistic significance" (it is hard to 

57. See also Graf, "Editing the Andrew Johnson Papers," Mississippi Quarterly, 15 
(1962), 113-118. 

58. For a survey of the history and reception of this edition, see Haskell Monroe, "The 
Grant Papers: A Review Article," Journal of the Illinois State Historical Society, 61 (1968), 
463-472. In connection with the editorial archives amassed by the staff of the Grant edi- 
tion, Simon has discussed the interesting question of the policy that should be established 
regarding access to such material, in "Editorial Projects as Derivative Archives," College 
and Research Libraries, 35 (1974), 291-294. 
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see how any canceled matter could be eliminated on these grounds). 
Although punctuation and spelling are said to be "usually faithfully 
preserved," "ubiquitous dashes are converted to modern commas and 
periods, and a few commas and periods are inserted silently where ab- 
solutely necessary for clear understanding" (p. xxxv). 

Louis R. Harlan, in the second volume (1972) of The Booker T. 
Washington Papers (University of Illinois Press, 1972- ),59 describes 
his policy of silently correcting "typed and printed errors" and regu- 
larizing some punctuation, "except in semi-literate letters, which are 
reproduced exactly as written in order to avoid an inordinate amount 
of editorial intrusion into the document." A more valid reason for print- 
ing them as written is that the documents are more revealing unemended 
-an argument which could be applied to a much wider range of ma- 
terial. The first volume of this edition, containing Washington's pub- 
lished autobiographical writings, illustrates the way in which editors 
who primarily work with single manuscript texts sometimes fail to re- 
port adequately on multiple printed texts. Harlan's brief textual com- 
ment on Up from Slavery, for instance, merely says that the first book 
edition is used as copy-text in preference to the serialization in the Out- 
look because the magazine "did not include all that later appeared in 
the book version" and because "Negro" is spelled with a capital, as 
Washington wanted it, in the book but not in the magazine. Nothing 
is said to characterize the material added to the book or to explain the 
relation of the book text in other respects to that of the magazine, and 
no Using of variants is provided. The two texts do differ occasionally in 
punctuation and spelling ("coloured" in the book vs. "colored" in the 
magazine, for example), but the question of which text better reflects 
Washington's practice in these respects is never addressed. 

In E. James Ferguson's The Papers of Robert Morris (University of 
Pittsburgh Press, 1973- ), slips of the pen and "casual or incorrect 
punctuation" (p. xxxiv) are corrected: "Dashes and commas randomly 
distributed in the manuscripts are silently removed." Herbert A. John- 
son's The Papers of John Marshall (University of North Carolina Press, 
1974~ ) also silently emends some punctuation but interestingly con- 
fuses the author's intention with standards of correctness for a published 
work: sentences are supplied with opening capitals and closing periods 
"as necessary to preserve the original intention of the writer" (p. xxxvi). 
Apparently printed texts are reproduced with greater fidelity than 
manuscript texts, if that is what is meant by saying that dashes at the 

59. See also Pete Daniel and Stuart Kaufman, "The Booker T. Washington Papers 
and Historical Editing at Maryland," Maryland Historian, 1 (1970), 23-29; and Harlan and 
Raymond W. Smock, "The Booker T. Washington Papers," ibid., 6 (1975), 55-59. 
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ends of sentences are "silently omitted from documents other than those 
that reproduce a previous imprint." In other respects punctuation is 
not emended silently, for Johnson recognizes "the uncertainties in- 
volved in correcting any given writer's use of the comma/' He very 
sensibly continues, "Should considerations of clarity dictate some ex- 
planatory insertion, the editors have added punctuation in square 
brackets, thereby permitting the reader to reach his own decision con- 
cerning the propriety of the editorial decision/'60 The Papers of Daniel 
Webster (University Press of New England, 1974- ), edited by Charles 
M. Wiltse,61 is similarly cautious about silent changes and makes none 
except to replace the dashes "intended" as periods; it is careful to retain 
misspellings and abbreviations or to alter them only in brackets. Merrill 
Jensen's two recent editions, however, go to the opposite extreme: both 
The Documentary History of the First Federal Elections, 1788-1J90 
(with Robert A. Becker; University of Wisconsin Press, 1976- ) and 
The Documentary History of the Ratification of the Constitution (State 
Historical Society of Wisconsin, 1976- )62 remove capitals and italics 
"except when they are evidently used by the author for emphasis," add 
punctuation "if needed to clarify meaning," and modernize spelling 
except for personal names (p. xvi); although official documents and a 
few others are given in a literal text, other printed texts are emended 
to eliminate certain eighteenth-century practices, "except when capital 
letters and italics were evidently used for emphasis by the author or the 
printer." 

Enough has been said to show the characteristic textual practices of 
the NHPRC editions and other editions modeled on them. But I do 
not wish to imply that "historical" editions are the only ones which have 
indulged in partial modernization and selective reporting of emenda- 
tions and have in general taken a superficial view of textual matters. A 
number of editions of the letters of literary figures- not particularly in- 
fluenced by the modern practice of historians- are equally unsatisfac- 
tory. The influence, in fact, may go the other way, because The Yale 
Edition of Horace Walpole's Correspondence (Yale University Press, 
l937~ )> edited by Wilmarth S. Lewis,63 was the first of the modern 

60. Johnson, incidentally, exactly reverses Boyd's practice regarding "&" and "Sec": 
the former he retains and the latter he changes to "etc."- "to conform to modern usage 
and typography." 

61. See also his "The Papers of Daniel Webster," Source, 1 (1071), 6-8. 
62. Cf. Robert E. Cushman, "A Documentary History of the Ratification of the Con- 

stitution and the First Ten Amendments," Quarterly Legal Historian, 1 (March 1062), s-6. 
63. Lewis has commented on "Editing Familiar Letters" in the Listener, 49 (1953), 597- 

598-reprinted in Daedalus, 86 (1955-57), 71-77-and on "Editing Private Correspondence" 
in Proceedings of the American Philosophical Society, 107 (1963), 289-293 (where he con- 
fuses the issue by asserting that any editor who favors literal transcriptions of eighteenth- 
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large-scale editions of a single figure and has been cited as an influential 
force in some of the historical accounts of the NHPRC editions.64 Lewis 
did set a good example in his thorough explanatory annotation and in 
his careful headnote to each letter giving details about the manuscript. 
His treatment of the text, however, raises some questions. Although he 
indicates, with brackets, emendations of words, he makes numerous 
silent emendations of punctuation and spelling. The policy is to retain 
Walpole's punctuation (but not that of his correspondents) and his spell- 
ing of proper names, but "to normalize other spellings and capitaliza- 
tion." One of the justifications offered is "a considerable gain in reada- 
bility and appearance." The "considerable" is debatable, but readabili- 
ty is at any rate the standard argument for modernization- although the 
question remains why thorough modernization is not therefore under- 
taken to make the text even more readable. Another justification is 
more troublesome: "What is amusing and 'flavoursome' in small doses 
becomes wearisome in large, and it imparts an air of quaintness to a text 
which was not apparent to the correspondents themselves" (p. xxxvi). 
Surely no serious reader will regard any characteristics of a particular 
time in history as merely quaint; all characteristics are part of the evi- 
dence for historical understanding, and it is an insult to the reader to 
suggest that he can better perceive the intended tone of a letter if cer- 
tain features of it have been altered for him. 

Similar problems arise in many other literary editions. Theodore 
Besterman's edition of Voltaire's Correspondence (Institut et Mus£e 
Voltaire, 1953-65)65 is famous because of its enormous size; the com- 
pletion of an edition of 21,000 letters is indeed an accomplishment, to 
say nothing of bringing it out a second time in a revised "definitive edi- 
tion" {Correspondence and Related Documents, 1968-76). Although 
Voltaire's alterations are recorded in notes, the treatment of the main 
text is disappointing: the first edition reports that apostrophes are in- 
serted and "a minimum of capital letters and punctuation, where lack- 
ing" (p. xiii), and the revised edition follows the same policy (pp. xvii- 
xviii; Besterman says, "without attempting to modernize, I have intro- 
duced a measure of regularity"). The edition offers an example of the 
kind of inconsistency which partial modernization almost invariably 
leads to: "When Voltaire used an accent it has been reproduced even if 

century documents should also "wear a wig while at work and give up cigarettes for snuff"). 
64. As in Butterfield's "Historical Editing . . . The Recent Past," in Rundell's "Docu- 

mentary Editing" (see note 10 above), or in Labaree's "Scholarly Editing" (see note 42 
above). See also Butterfield's comments in The Letters of Benjamin Rush (American Philo- 
sophical Society, 1951), p. lxxvii. 

65. See also his "Twenty Thousand Voltaire Letters," in Editing Eighteenth-Century 
Texts, ed. D. I. B. Smith (1968), pp. 7-24. 
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it now looks wrong, but when he omitted one it has been supplied."66 
Gordon S. Haight, in The George Eliot Letters (Yale University Press, 
1954-55), says that his "principal concern has been the reader's con- 
venience" (p. xxxv); though he retains spelling, he treats punctuation 
"a little more freely, adding or deleting an occasional mark to save re- 
reading." In the same year Allan Wade, in The Letters of W. B. Yeats 
(Hart-Davis, 1954), argues for "correcting" both spelling and punctua- 
tion on the grounds that Yeats was poor at both. To retain Yeats's spell- 
ing would "in the long run appear merely tediously pedantic" (p. 16); 
Yeats's "faults" in punctuation, he says, "I have silently corrected, and 
I have not hesitated to introduce commas into sentences which, with- 
out them, are either ambiguous or almost meaningless" (p. ̂ -obvious- 
ly running the risk of giving those sentences meanings which Yeats 
did not intend. E. S. de Beer does not attempt to normalize punctuation 
in The Diary of John Evelyn (Clarendon Press, 1955) but does supply 
"without note a certain amount of punctuation" aimed "solely at in- 
telligibility," arguing that for "strict linguistic study" one must consult 
the manuscripts (p. 68). In The Swinburne Letters (Yale University 
Press, 1959-62), Cecil Y. Lang says, "I have always tried to make read- 
ability my first concern" (p. xlix), and he follows the practice of repro- 
ducing printed texts "faithfully" but making some alterations in manu- 
script texts. 

The same approach continues to appear in literary editions of the 
1960s and 1970s. Harry T. Moore, in The Collected Letters of D. H. 
Lawrence (Heinemann, 1962), comments on some of Lawrence's seem- 
ing deficiencies of punctuation and states, "rather than belabour the 
reader by calling attention to these peccadilloes I have quietly done 
what was needed" (p. xxi). Rupert Hart-Davis silently emends spelling, 
capitalization, punctuation, and paragraphing in The Letters of Oscar 
Wilde (Hart-Davis, 1962). Wilde's habitual dashes, he says, "make the 
letters difficult to read, and I have re-punctuated normally as the sense 
seems to demand" (p. xi). Wilde also liked to capitalize words beginning 
with "t" and "h," "presumably because he enjoyed making those par- 
ticular capitals more than their lower-case equivalents." Hart-Davis be- 
lieves that "to perpetuate this whim would only irritate the reader," 
and he has "followed the standard usage wherever the capital clearly has no significance." But he has just told us what significance those two 
capitals have. Why should a writer not be allowed to indulge his 

66. Precisely the opposite policy (correcting any accents present according to modern 
practice, but not supplying accents when they are omitted) is applied to the French in 
the sixth volume (1967) of The Correspondence of Edmund Burke, ed. Thomas W. Cope- 
land et al. (Cambridge University Press and University of Chicago Press, 1958- ). 
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"whims" in a letter? It is a perfect place for him to do so, because the 
text will not have to go through the hands of a publisher or a print- 
er before reaching the intended audience. The Letters of Henry 
Wadsworth Longfellow (Belknap Press of Harvard University Press, 
1966- ), edited by Andrew Hilen, is like some of the NHPRC editions 
in silently correcting "mere slips" but not altering errors or variations 
in proper names. "Occasionally," Hilen says, "I have silently provided 
punctuation, or deleted it, in order to clarify meaning" (p. 13). Leon 
Edel, in the Henry James Letters (Belknap Press of Harvard University 
Press, 1974- ), makes silent corrections "where they were obviously 
called for" (p. xxxv), but in the letters of the young James he retains 
"relevant misspellings" because "they are a part of the flavor of the let- 
ters." Unfortunately he does not extend this argument to the later 
letters. 

I do not wish to prolong this litany unnecessarily. I have merely tried 
to cite a sufficient number of examples to show that there is a consider- 
able body of editors whose approach to the editing of letters and journals 
is in the spirit of the policies set forth in Boyd's Jefferson and the Har- 
vard Guide. And it is by no means only the historians who fall into this 
group. While it is true that most of the NHPRC editions- with only a 
few exceptions- are of this type, there are certainly a great many literary 
editors whose practice coincides with that of the NHPRC editors.67 
Most of the editions mentioned are praiseworthy in many respects: most 
of them reflect thorough research and exemplary annotation. But their 
treatment of the actual texts is relatively casual and unsophisticated by 
comparison. It is clear, from this survey, that one widely followed ap- 
proach to editing documents assumes that some modernization is essen- 
tial and that a silently modernized or corrected text can serve most pur- 
poses of historical study. The assumption is made, however, without 
adequate consideration of the role which such features as spelling and 
punctuation play in private documents and the extent to which they 
constitute part of the total body of evidence that the historian needs to 
have at his disposal. What I have said about these editions can perhaps 
begin to indicate why their textual policies are bound to seem unsatis- 
factory to anyone who has given careful thought to textual matters and 
the nature of written communication. 

Ill 
At the time when Boyd's Jefferson was about to come out and the 

NHPC to be revitalized, there were some editions other than the Wal- 
67. Although, it is fair to add, none of the editions with a CEAA or CSE emblem can 

be classed in this category. 
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pole which might have been turned to as models, and it is unfortunate 
that they did not have more influence at that strategic moment. The 
Walpole edition, because of the enormous size of the undertaking, may 
have seemed a closer parallel to the large editions which were projected 
to accommodate the masses of papers accumulated by statesmen; but 
certain smaller editions could have offered a sounder textual policy. 
Paget Toynbee and Leonard Whibley's three-volume edition of Cor- 
respondence of Thomas Gray (Clarendon Press, 1935), for instance, 
states, "The text is printed as Gray or his correspondents wrote it, with 
the spelling, punctuation, use of capitals, and abbreviations of the origi- 
nals" (p. xxiii); and Ralph L. Rusk's six-volume edition of The Letters 
of Ralph Waldo Emerson (Columbia University Press, 1939) requires 
little space for an explanation of editorial policy, for Rusk says simply, 
"I have tried to print a literal text, with no interpolated corrections or 
apologies" (p. v). Gordon N. Ray's four-volume edition of The Letters 
and Private Papers of William Makepeace Thackeray (Harvard Uni- 
versity Press, 1945-46) is a model edition. Ray presents "a literal text" 
and is not bothered, as so many editors seem to be, by sentences which 
end with dashes rather than periods. In an admirable statement, he 
sums up why it is important to preserve in print the spelling and punc- 
tuation of the manuscripts: 
Thackeray, the most informal of letter writers, was a past master at shaping his sentences in the precise contour of his thoughts by oddities of punctuation and orthography and by whimsical distortions of words not unlike Swift's 
"little language" in the Journal to Stella. Not to reproduce these peculiarities 
faithfully would be to falsify the tone and blur the meaning of the letters, 
(p. lxxiii) 

Although the details which lead to this conclusion might have to be 
altered somewhat in the case of other writers, it is difficult to see how 
the conclusion itself could be improved upon as a guiding statement for 
all editors of letters. 

Another notable edition, which began to appear just after the first 
volume of the Jefferson but early enough that it could have been in- 
fluential in the formative days of the new NHPC, is El ting E. Morison's 
eight-volume edition of The Letters of Theodore Roosevelt (Harvard 
University Press, 1951-54). The letters are "printed as written without 
further indication of Roosevelt's frequent and startling departures from 
the norm of accepted usage in spelling." Morison, like Ray, has given 
careful thought to the rationale for such a policy, and he makes an in- 
telligent statement of the case: 
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No doubt this will strike the readers, as it has from time to time struck the 
editors, as a piece of unnecessarily solemn scholarship. But it seemed simpler, 
and safer on the whole, to leave Roosevelt's own text untouched rather than 
to interfere from time to time to correct or alter words or phrases to conform 
to what must be, in some cases, assumed meanings. Also these letters may 
serve as interesting documents on causation, since they were written by the 
President to whom the mission of simplified spelling commended itself, 
(p. xix) 
Also during these years historical editors in particular should have been 
aware of the excellent example being set by Clarence E. Carter in his 
major project, The Territorial Papers of the United States (Govern- 
ment Printing Office, 1934- ); it was in 1956, in the introduction to 
the twenty-second volume, that he made an important statement of his 
aim of "literal reproduction."68 Even more persuasively than in his 
Historical Editing, he pleads the case for an unmodernized text: 

in brief, the idiosyncrasies of both the writer and the age are preserved. To 
proceed otherwise would be to bypass certain significant facets of the cultural 
status of an earlier era as glimpsed in the character of the written record, 
which, it is submitted, equates with the bare facts of politics and wars as 
historical grist, (pp. viii-ix) 
Modernization, he rightly concludes, "tends to obscure rather than to 
clarify." Some literary editors, too, were commenting in the 1950s on 
the importance of exact transcription of letters and journals. R. W. 
Chapman, reproducing the manuscripts "as closely as typography ad- 
mits" in his three-volume edition of The Letters of Samuel Johnson 
(Clarendon Press, 1952), points out the value of errors: 

I have preserved Johnson's occasional inadvertences, such as the omission or 
repetition of small words, partly because they furnish some indication of his 
state of health or his state of mind, partly because they show the sort of error 
to which he was prone and may therefore help us in judging the text of those 
letters of which the originals are lost. (p. viii)69 
Kathleen Coburn, at the beginning of The Notebooks of Samuel Tay- 
lor Coleridge (Pantheon Books [later Princeton University Press], 

68. For references to two similar statements of his, see notes 27 and 28 above. His 
earlier edition of The Correspondence of General Thomas Gage (Yale University Press, 
1931-33) is characteristically careful but does not contain an analogous announcement of 
textual policy. 

69. Johnson's spelling is of particular interest, too: "I have respected Johnson's spell- 
ing. It was worth while to show that the great systematic lexicographer did not in his own 
practice achieve a consistent orthography, and was conspicuously careless about proper 
names" (p. x). See also Chapman's "Proposals for a New Edition of Johnson's Letters," 
Essays and Studies, 12 (1926), 47-62. 
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1957- ),70 agrees, stating that "Slips of the pen are respected, in con- 
formity with the argument of Dr. Chapman in editing Johnson, that 
such things have their own interest and significance' 

' 
(p. xxx), and she 

adds that Coleridge himself remarked on this point.71 Howard Horsford, 
editing Melville's Journal of a Visit to Europe and the Levant (Prince- 
ton University Press, 1955), suggests the importance of precision in his 
careful descriptions of cancellations and his thorough discussion of the 
difficulties of Melville's handwriting. Hyder Edward Rollins, in The 
Letters of John Keats (Harvard University Press, 1958), notes that 
"Keats penned his sentences rapidly and spontaneously, not carefully 
and artfully" (p. 17), and therefore his "queer punctuation" and "oc- 
casional grammatical slips" are indicative and should not be rectified. 
And Thomas H. Johnson's edition of The Letters of Emily Dickinson 
(Belknap Press of Harvard University Press, 1958) presents all holograph 
letters "in their verbatim form" (p. xxv), which involves many dashes.72 
With editions of this kind available to point the way, the NHPC editors 
of the late 1950s were unwise to turn in a different direction. 

In i960 four editions appeared which, in their somewhat differing 
ways, represent the approaches followed by the best of the literary edi- 
tions of the 1960s and 1970s. All are characterized by scrupulous report- 
ing of details of the manuscripts, but what distinguishes a number of 
them from most earlier careful editions of manuscripts is a system- not 
unlike that long in use for printed copy-texts- whereby certain cate- 
gories of emendation can be allowed in the text, with the original read- 
ings preserved in notes or lists. Henry Nash Smith and William M. 
Gibson's edition of Mark Twain-Howells Letters (Belknap Press of 
Harvard University Press, i960) involves no normalizing of punctua- 
tion or spelling, and it records significant cancellations. James Franklin 
Beard, in The Letters and Journals of James Fenimore Cooper (Belknap 
Press of Harvard University Press, 1960-68), does alter some punctua- 

70. Cf. her "Editing the Coleridge Notebooks/' in Editing Texts of the Romantic 
Period, ed. John D. Baird (1972), pp. 7-25. 

71. It is surprising, however, given this policy, that she regularizes Coleridge's "care- 
less apostrophes" (p. xxxii)- especially in view of the variable placement of apostrophes 
which occurs even in printed matter in the nineteenth century. 

72. Examples of editions in these years which present manuscript texts almost, but 
not entirely, in "verbatim" or "literal" form are The Letters of William Gilmore Simms, 
ed. Mary C. Simms Oliphant, Alfred Taylor Odell, and T. C. Duncan Eaves (University 
of South Carolina Press, 1952-56); and Collected Letters of Samuel Taylor Coleridge, ed. 
Earl Leslie Griggs (Clarendon Press, 1956-71). Both these retain the original spelling and 
punctuation but silently eliminate such slips as repetitions. The Collected Works of 
Abraham Lincoln, ed. Roy P. Basler et al. (Rutgers University Press, 1953), silently corrects 
typographical errors in printed texts but brackets all emendations in manuscripts; Basler 
feels, however, that Lincoln's "habitual dash at the end of a sentence or following an ab- 
breviation" must be altered to a period. 
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tion for clarity and amend some spellings, but these editorial alterations 
are recorded in footnotes (except for a few specific categories),73 while 
"legible cancellations" are incorporated into the text within angle 
brackets. The text of Merrell R. Davis and William H. Gilman's edi- 
tion of The Letters of Herman Melville (Yale University Press, i960) 
also incorporates a few emendations of punctuation for clarity, but they 
are all listed in the meticulous textual notes at the end. These notes ad- 
ditionally include such details as foreshortened (hastily written) words: 
one can learn from them that what appears in the edited text as "thing," 
for example, resembles "thng" in the manuscript (merely misspelled 
words, of course, are not altered). Cancellations are all transcribed, ei- 
ther in the text (in angle brackets, along with braces for insertions) or in 
the textual notes. The Journals and Miscellaneous Notebooks of Ralph 
Waldo Emerson (Belknap Press of Harvard University Press, i960- ), 
edited by William H. Gilman et al., goes farther in the use of symbols 
to record as much textual information as possible within the text. It 
aims to come "as close to a literatim transcription" as is feasible in print 
(p. xxxviii) and does indicate the stages of Emerson's revision with great 
precision; some categories of editorial alteration, here too, are not la- 
beled in the text but are reported in textual notes at the end. The vol- 
umes of Emerson Journals which appeared after the CEAA emblem 
was instituted have received the emblem, and later CEAA editions of 
journals further illustrate the modern practice of the full recording of 
manuscript characteristics. Washington Irving's Journals and Note- 
books (University of Wisconsin Press, 1969- ), as edited by Henry A. 
Pochmann et al.,7* is uncompromisingly literal (it respects Irving's lower- 
case sentence openings, for example) and contains one of the most 
thorough discussions in print (pp. xix-xxvi) of the problems involved 
in exact transcription (amply demonstrating that the process is not me- 
chanical). Claude M. Simpson's edition of The American Notebooks of 
Nathaniel Hawthorne (Ohio State University Press, 1972), as is usual 
with CEAA volumes, makes some emendations in the text but records 
them, as well as authorial alterations of the manuscript, in lists at the 
end. And Mark Twain's Notebooks & Journals (University of Cali- 
fornia Press, 1975- ), as edited by Frederick Anderson et al, offers an 

73. Such as closing parentheses and quotation marks. Although Cooper's use of a dash 
for a period is respected, sentences are nevertheless made to begin with capital letters. 

74. Pochmann, as general editor of the Irving edition, was instrumental in formulat- 
ing the policy for editing the journals; the volume editor for the first volume (1969) is 
Nathalia Wright and for the third (1970) Walter A. Reichart. William H. Gilman has said 
that the Irving editors "have spelled out their answers to problems [of journal editing] in 
more detail than any other conscientious and sophisticated editors I know of" (see his im- 
portant review, cited in note 105 below). 
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excellent discussion of editorial procedures (pp. 575-84) and is a model 
of how to combine the emendation of certain obvious errors (always 
listed at the end, accompanied by "doubtful readings") with the preser- 
vation of "the texture of autograph documents" (which contain "ir- 
regularities, inconsistencies, errors, and cancellations").75 

These are not the only praiseworthy editions of letter and journals 
in the 1960s and 1970s,76 and a few others deserve mention not simply 
for their high standards of literal transcription but for the cogency of 
their statements justifying that approach. Shelley and His Circle (Har- 
vard University Press, 1961- ), edited from the holdings of the Carl H. 
Pforzheimer Library by Kenneth Neill Cameron (later by Donald H. 
Reiman),77 surpasses all these other editions in its efforts to reproduce in 
type the features of manuscripts- printing careted material, for example, 
above the line and in smaller type. The aim is "the traditional one" of 
producing "a foundational text . . . from which other editors may depart 
as they wish," and the rationale is stated with great effectiveness: 

75. Cancellations are thus included in the text, but there is also a list of "Details of 
Inscription" at the end, making clear the stages of revision at each point. 

76. Harold Williams's edition of The Correspondence of Jonathan Swift (Clarendon 
Press, 1963-65) also prints the texts with "exact care," preserving "variants in spelling, 
capitalization, and punctuation" (p. xviii), including the period-dash combination at the 
ends of sentences; and Elvan Kintner's edition of The Letters of Robert Browning and 
Elizabeth Barrett Barrett, 184 5-1846 (Belknap Press of Harvard University Press, 1969) 
similarly presents a literal text, indicating insertions with arrows and allowing sentences 
to end with dashes and without periods. Some generally successful editions of these years 
do, however, include a small amount of modernization or normalizing. A. Rupert Hall and 
Marie Boas Hall's edition of The Correspondence of Henry Oldenburg (University of 
Wisconsin Press, 1965- ) follows the spelling and punctuation of the original but expands 
some abbreviations. Chester L. Shaver's The Early Years (Clarendon Press, 1967) and Mary 
Moorman's The Middle Years (1969) in the revised edition of The Letters of William and 
Dorothy Wordsworth preserve the spelling and punctuation of the originals, but they in- 
explicably expand ampersands. Sentences are allowed to end with a dash and no period, 
but the "frequent ampersands have been changed to 'and' for the convenience of the 
reader" (Moorman, p. ix); it is difficult to see how ampersands constitute a sufficient in- 
convenience to warrant alteration in any case, but particularly when other potentially 
more troublesome practices are not altered. M. R. D. Foot and H. C. G. Matthew's edition 
of The Gladstone Diaries (Clarendon Press, 1968- ) follows the original punctuation and 
spelling "as closely as can be" (p. xxxviii) but expands some abbreviations and alters dashes 
to periods or commas "as the sense requires." The policy of the second volume of the 
"Research Edition" of The Yale Edition of The Private Papers of James Boswell is to 
normalize capitals and periods for sentence openings and closings and to ignore insignifi- 
cant deletions, but to report any alterations of punctuation to "relieve ambiguities" and 
any corrections of "patent inadvertencies" in spelling; see Marshall Waingrow's edition of 
The Correspondence and Other Papers of James Boswell Relating to the Making of the 
"Life of Johnson'* (McGraw-Hill, 1969), pp. lxxix-lxxxiii. (Cf. Frederick A. Pottle, "The 
Yale Editions of the Private Papers of James Boswell," Ventures, 2 [Winter 1963], 11-15.) 

77. See also Reiman's "Editing Shelley," in Editing Texts of the Romantic Period, ed. 
John D. Baird (1972), pp. 27-45. 
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There is, moreover, it seems to us, aside from the question of accuracy 
of representation a positive value in this traditional method which is in- 
sufficiently stressed. Changes, no matter how trivial, take the reader one re- 
move from the author. An author's own punctuation, his cancellations and 
interlineations, even his misspellings, play a part in expressing mood or per- 
sonality. Retained, they make a text no more difficult to read than an every- 
day letter from a friend. And even if an occasional passage could be made 
clearer by changing it, such exceptions are not, in our opinion, balanced by 
the total loss. (p. xxxiv) 
Herbert M. Schueller and Robert L. Peters, in their edition of The 
Letters of John Addington Symonds (Wayne State University Press, 
1967-69), give some additional reasons for offering a literal text: 

We know that sometimes a quiet changing of manuscripts meets with ap- 
proval; this practice, however, seems indefensible with respect to Symonds 
because, 1) the letters were not edited by him for publication, 2) they extend 
over his whole lifetime and show the influences of maturity on his personal 
expression, 3) the continuing characteristics are often Victorian practices 
rather than personal idiosyncrasies, and 4) to make deliberate changes in 
the originals is to go beyond the prerogatives even of editors, (p. 14) 
In The Journals and Letters of Fanny Burney (Clarendon Press, 1972- 

), Joyce Hemlow78 allows errors to stand "as the normal hazards of 
hasty or spontaneous writing" and believes that "the twentieth-century 
reader probably needs few such props" as modernization (p. lviii). Leslie 
A. Marchand, in his editorial introduction to "In my hot youth": 
Byron's Letters and Journals (Murray, 1973- ), adds further to the 
strength of the case: 

Byron's punctuation follows no rules of his own or others' making. He 
used dashes and commas freely, but for no apparent reason, other than pos- 
sibly for natural pause between phrases, or sometimes for emphasis. He is 
guilty of the "comma splice", and one can seldom be sure where he intended 
to end a sentence, or whether he recognized the sentence as a unit of expres- 
sion. . . . Byron himself recognized his lack of knowledge of the logic or the 
rules of punctuation. ... It is not without reason then that most editors, in- 
cluding R. E. Prothero, have imposed sentences and paragraphs on him in 
line with their interpretation of his intended meaning. It is my feeling, how- 
ever, that this detracts from the impression of Byronic spontaneity and the 
onrush of ideas in his letters, without a compensating gain in clarity. In fact, 
it may often arbitrarily impose a meaning or an emphasis not intended by 
the writer. I feel that there is less danger of distortion if the reader may see 

78. See also her "Letters and Journals of Fanny Burney: Establishing the Text," in 
Editing Eighteenth-Century Texts, ed. D. I. B. Smith (1968), pp. 25-43. 
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exactly how he punctuated and then determine whether a phrase between 
commas or dashes belongs to one sentence or another, (p. 28) 
Marchand, like most of the other advocates of this point of view, adds 
that the unmodernized text is not difficult to read; but the reasons for 
not modernizing, it is clear, are of sufficient weight that the question of 
whether the resulting text is somewhat difficult to read is of secondary 
importance.79 

The statements quoted here, which make a number of different 
points and refer to a variety of periods and kinds of material, add up to 
an impressive argument and are no doubt sufficient in themselves as a 
criticism of the partially modernized and silently emended editions de- 
scribed earlier. Merely to juxtapose comments on editorial policy from 
the two kinds of edition is to show up the weaknesses of attempting to 
justify modernization and silent alterations in scholarly editions of his- 
torical documents. But it will perhaps be useful to try to sort out more 
clearly the issues involved, especially since there has been so little dis- 
cussion of the matter, at least in connection with the editions of states- 
men's papers. Although a voluminous literature has grown up around 
the NHPRC editions, it contains very little commentary on textual pro- 
cedures, and what there is seldom touches on fundamental questions. 
The NHPRC editions have probably been more extensively reviewed 
than the CEAA editions; but in both fields it is difficult to find reviewers 
who can adequately analyze textual policies, and the reviews of NHPRC 
volumes in particular have almost consistently slighted-or ignored com- 
pletely, except for a perfunctory word of praise- the textual aspects of 
the editions.80 The historical significance of the contents of these edi- 

79. Another example of the kind of significance which punctuation can have is offered 
by Desmond Pacey, in "On Editing the Letters of Frederick Philip Grove," in Editing 
Canadian Texts, ed. Francess G. Halpenny (1975), pp. 49-73; Grove placed slang words in 
quotation marks, and Pacey retains them "since they indicate something of his stiffness of 
character" (p. 72). (Pacey, however, favors silent emendation of spelling errors, expansion 
of abbreviations, and regular italicization of titles.) 

80. Reiman (see note 77 above) comments on the "dearth of knowledge and standards 
of judgment of editing . . . among those who review such publications [editions] in learned 
journals" (p. 37). And L. H. Butterfield, in "Editing American Historical Documents" (see 
note 10 above), says, "It is in fact shocking to find how low the threshold of tolerance some- 
times is for poorly edited materials among those who should know better" (p. 98). Examples 
of the praise bestowed on the editorial practices of some of the historical editions, without 
a serious analysis of those practices, are the following: the Jefferson edition is said to be 
provided "with every ingenuity of typographical suggestion of the state of the manuscripts" 
(Times Literary Supplement, 6 April 1951, p. 206); the Jefferson practices are called "so 
satisfactory as to require only minor modifications to adapt them to each later project" 
(American Archivist, 25 [1962], 449); the Clay edition reflects "the precision that has come 
to distinguish the science of historical editing at its mid-twentieth century peak of perfec- 
tion" (Journal of Southern History, 26 [i960], 238); "Boyd and his fellow editors have per- 
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tions and the quality of the explanatory annotation-on which the re- 
views concentrate- are important matters, but the way in which the 
text has been established and presented is surely of first importance in 
evaluating an edition. 

Considerable criticism has been directed at the NHPRC editions 
but for essentially irrelevant or trivial reasons. One objection, raised by 
Leonard W. Levy, for example, in his reviews of the Madison edition, 
is that the explanatory annotation is carried to excessive lengths.81 An- 
other criticism questions the choice of material to be edited. J. H. 
Plumb, among others, believes that too much attention is paid to unim- 
portant documents,82 and Jesse Lemisch argues that the pattern of figures 
chosen to be edited reflects a bias "in the direction of white male politi- 
cal leaders."83 Whatever justice there may be to these opinions, they 
have nothing to do with the quality of the editions themselves. If the 
annotation is accurate and helpful, it will be of use, and there is little 
point in wishing there were less of it; and any document or figure is of 
some historical interest. Individual tastes regarding what material is 
worth spending time on, and judgments about priorities, will naturally 
vary; one may deplore another's choice of subject, but it is unrealistic 
to criticize accomplished work for having usurped time better spent on 
something else. Still another frequent complaint is that letterpress edi- 

fected techniques of research, skills of analysis, and modes of presentation" (Louisiana 
History, 8 [1967], 282). 

81. Mississippi Valley Historical Review, 49 (1962-63), 504-6; Journal of American 
History, 51 (1964-65), 299-301. The first refers to "the editorial imperialism and compul- 
siveness that characterize these volumes"; the second comments on "monumentally trifling 
footnotes" and "fantastically detailed annotations" and finds the editors "making the 
profession of editing look purely pedantic." 

82. Writing on "Horace Walpole at Yale" in the New York Review of Books, 5, no. 4 
(30 September 1965), 9-10, Plumb objects to publishing "every scrap of writing committed 
to paper by one man" (which demands "little more than industry and accuracy") and 
asserts that Wilmarth Lewis started "a new and dangerous form of historical activity" 
which has "spread among historical and literary scholars like measles among the Aztecs, 
and as disastrously." Similarly Esmond Wright, in "Making History," Listener, 68 (1962), 
803-804, names five ways in which the editions threaten the historian; one of them is the 
scale of the editions, for all the facts "blur rather than reveal." 

83. In "The American Revolution Bicentennial and the Papers of Great White Men: 
A Preliminary Critique of Current Documentary Publication Programs," AHA Newsletter, 
9, no. 5 (November 1971), 7-21 (p. 9). "The present publications program," Lemisch be- 
lieves, "should be seen in part as a vestige of the arrogant nationalism and elitism of the 
'fifties" (p. 11), and he suggests other kinds of papers worthy of attention, such as the 
records of ordinary and "inarticulate" people which would provide materials for studying 
popular protest, racism, sexism, and so on. Some correspondence relating to his article 
appeared in the same journal in May 1972 (10, no. 3, 25-28). The article was later excerpted 
in the Maryland Historian, 6 (1975), 43-50, followed by a new article in which Lemisch 
states that little progress has been made since 1971 in editing the papers of undistinguished 
persons: "The Papers of a Few Great Black Men and a Few Great White Women," pp. 60-66. 
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tions are too expensive and time-consuming to produce and that micro- 
film publication of the documents would be cheaper, faster, and more 
appropriate.84 Certainly the well-established microfilm publication pro- 
grams of the NHPRC, the National Archives, the Library of Congress, 
and various state historical societies are to be praised;85 but making 
photographic reproductions of document collections widely available 
is by no means a substitute for editing those documents,86 as Julian 
Boyd and Lester Cappon, among others, have effectively pointed out.87 
The skilled editor, employing his critical intelligence and fund of his- 
torical detail, establishes a text which marks an advance in knowledge 
over the mere existence of the document itself. Microfilm editions of 
unedited documents do not obviate true editions; but editing takes 
time, and one is back at the earlier question of individual priorities for 
spending time. 

These controversies are really peripheral to the main business of 
editing. Since individual priorities do differ, anyone may decide not to 
become an editor; but for those who elect to undertake editorial proj- 
ects, surely the first priority is the text itself, its treatment and presenta- 
tion. And when one considers the divergences of textual policy which 

84. For example, Gerald Gunther, reviewing the Adams papers in the Harvard Law 
Review, 75 (1961-62), 1669-80, argues that "the present emphasis on multi-volume publica- 
tion projects" is the "slowest and costliest" way to make manuscripts accessible; he believes 
that the NHPC has inadequately identified "the purposes of publishing manuscript col- 
lections," confusing publication with printing, and that more use should be made of 
microfilm (esp. pp. 1670-76). Steven R. Boyd, in "Form of Publication: A Key to the Wide- 
spread Availability of Documents," AHA Newsletter, 10, no. 4 (September 1972), 24-26, 
also favors microfilm, asserting that the NHPC letterpress program "is failing to make 
documentary sources generally available" and that "no new letterpress projects should be 
begun at this time." General discussions of alternatives are Charles E. Lee, "Documentary 
Reproduction: Letterpress Publication- Why? What? How?", American Archivist, 28 (1965), 
351-365; and Robert L. Zangrando, "Alternatives to Publication," Maryland Historian, 7 
(1976), 71-76 (which suggests that historians in general should give more consideration to 
forms of publication other than letterpress). 

85. Some accounts of these programs can be found in Fred Shelley, "The Presidential 
Papers Program of the Library of Congress," American Archivist, 25 (1962), 429-433; Wayne 
C. Grover, "Toward Equal Opportunities for Scholarship," Journal of American History, 
52 (1965-66), 715-724; L. H. Butterfield, "The Scholar's One World," American Archivist, 
29 (1966), 343-361; Frank B. Evans, "American Personal Papers," Quarterly Journal of the 
Library of Congress, 24 (1967), 147-151; and Shelley, "The Choice of a Medium for Docu- 
mentary Publication," American Archivist, 32 (iq6q), 363-368. 

86. It should also be recognized that even photographic reproductions can distort the 
originals. Cf. note 36 above. 

87. For example, see Boyd, "Some Animadversions" (see note 14 above), p. 51, and 
" 'God's Altar . . .' " (see note 10 above), p. 21; Cappon, "The Historian as Editor," in In 
Support of Clio: Essays in Memory of Herbert A. Kellar, ed. William B. Hesseltine and 
Donald R. McNeil (1958), pp. 173-193, and "A Rationale" (see note 10 above), pp. 72-73. 
The debate over the role of the editor as an interpretive historian is further examined 
by Cappon in "Antecedents of the Rolls Series: Issues in Historical Editing," Journal of 
the Society of Archivists, 4 (1970-73), 358-369. 
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distinguish most NHPRC editions from the CEAA and CSE editions, 
the first question to ask is whether there is an essential difference be- 
tween the materials of historical interest and those of literary interest 
that would necessitate differing treatments. Nathan Reingold, in a let- 
ter to the American Scholar (45 [1976], 319) commenting on Peter 
Shaw's article, suggests such an explanation, pointing out that the CEAA 
editors work with printed texts, whereas the historical editors for the 
most part deal with thousands of "scrappy and informal" bits of manu- 
script. It is true that the bulk of the CEAA and CSE editions are of 
works which have previously appeared in print,88 but those editions 
do include numerous volumes of manuscript letters and journals, and 
of course in the literary field in general many editions of such material 
exist. It may also be true that letters predominate in editions of states- 
men's papers, but the comprehensive editions do include speeches, re- 
ports, and other works of a public nature normally intended for dis- 
tribution in printed form. Is a letter written by a literary figure in some 
way fundamentally different from a letter written by a statesman? Both 
are historical documents: literary history is still history, and all letters 
offer historical evidence. And either letter may be regarded as "litera- 
ture": a statesman may produce masterly letters, and a literary figure 
may write pedestrian ones. Is a novel or a poem fundamentally different 
from a work which a statesman prepares for publication? At their ex- 
tremes, imaginative literature and factual reporting seem to be differ- 
ent kinds of communication, but in between there is a large area in 
which they overlap. No clear line can be drawn between writing which 
is "literature" and writing which is not. Certainly the editor of an in- 
dividual's whole corpus of papers is likely to encounter writings which 
can be regarded either way: some of Franklin's and Jefferson's best- 
known writings have often been classified and analyzed as literary works, 
whereas Hawthorne's Life of Franklin Pierce and Whitman's journal- 
ism are not always considered literature. There sometimes seems to be 
an assumption that close attention to textual nuances- and thus the need 
for recording textual details- is more vital to the study of literary works 
and other writings by literary figures.89 Apparently that is part of Fred- 

88. Even in these cases, however, a manuscript rather than a printed edition may be 
chosen as the proper copy-text. 

89. Robert Halsband, editor of The Complete Letters of Lady Mary Wortley Montagu 
(Clarendon Press, 1965-67), remarks, "It seems paradoxical that political and social his- 
torians-who, one would think, are sticklers for exactness- should prefer normalized texts, 
whereas literary historians strive for exact transcription"; and he conjectures that to the 
former "the facts are paramount," whereas the latter are concerned also with "nuances of 
style" (pp. 30-31). See his discussion of "Editing the Letters of Letter- Writers," SB, 11 
(1958), 25-37- a useful survey of the problems involved (although it favors partial normali- 
zation and selective recording of deletions). Another general survey is James Sutherland's 
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erick B. Tolles's point when he criticizes the "zeal" of the editor of 
George Mercer's papers for her "reverent handling" of the texts: "it 
seems important to remind ourselves," he says, "that they are not sacred 
codices of Holy Writ or variant quartos of Hamlet."90 He also means, 
of course, that Mercer's papers are not as important as Hamlet. But nei- 
ther the importance nor the literary quality of a piece of writing de- 
termines the amount of attention that must be paid to nuances of ex- 
pression; if one seriously wishes to understand a text, whatever it is, no 
aspect of it can be slighted.91 There is no fundamental distinction, then, 
from a textual point of view, between the materials edited by the his- 
torian and those edited by the literary scholar. Letters, journals, pub- 
lished works, and manuscripts of unpublished works fall into both fields; 
all of them are historical documents, and any of them can be "literary."92 

A distinction does need to be made, but not between literary and 
historical materials. Rather, the important distinction is between two 
kinds of writings which both historians and literary scholars have to 
deal with: works intended for publication and private papers.93 Works 
intended for publication are generally expected to conform to certain 
conventions not applicable to private documents. For example, a fin- 
ished work is expected to incorporate the author's latest decisions about 
what word he wishes to stand at each spot; in a private notebook jotting, 
however, or even in a letter to a friend, he can suggest alternative words 
and is under no obligation to come to a decision among them.94 Simi- 

"Dealing with Correspondences," Times Literary Supplement, 26 January 1973, pp. 79-80 
(in a special issue on "Letters as Literature"). 

90. In his review of Lois Mulkearn's edition of the George Mercer Papers Relating 
to the Ohio Company of Virginia (University of Pittsburgh Press, 1954), Pennsylvania 
Magazine of History and Biography, 74 (1955), 113-114. Cf. Julian Boyd's reply in "Some 
Animadversions" (see note 14 above), p. ko. 

91. Reuben Gold Thwaites, early in the century, recognized the literary interest in 
essentially nonliterary materials in his edition of the Original Journals of the Lewis and 
Clark Expedition, 1804-1806 (Dodd, Mead, 1904-5); he prints the texts of successive drafts 
because "in a publication of original records it appears advisable to exhibit the literary 
methods of the explorers" (p. lvii). 

92. The 1951 and 1954 reports of the NHPC (see note 8 above) include the names of 
literary figures in the lists of papers which need to be edited; the 1963 report comments, 
"American literature also presents a picture of compelling need. With few exceptions, no 
scholarly and acceptable texts of the works of any national figure in the field of American 
letters are available" (p. 28), and adds that it is prepared to give to literary editions "such 
assistance and encouragement as mav be within its Dower." 

93. Reingold approaches this point in his letter to the American Scholar when he 
acknowledges that occasionally "historical editors may reprint publications or present the 
texts of unpublished writings intended for print." 

94. One of the best assessments of the importance of this practice is made by Timothy 
L. S. Sprigge in his edition of The Correspondence of Jeremy Bentham (University of Lon- 
don Athlone Press, 1968- ): "Special mention must be made of Bentham's habit, even in 
his letters, of writing alternative words and phrases above the line without deleting the 
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larly, he can spell and punctuate as he pleases in a private document, 
but he will have difficulty getting a work published if it does not con- 
form, at least to some extent, to current standards. Whether or not a 
writer really wishes to have his manuscript altered by a publisher's edi- 
tor or a printer to bring it into such conformity is a complex question 
of intention, and editorial debate on this issue is likely to continue. 
Some editors feel that a surviving completed manuscript of a published 
work is the proper choice for copy-text because it reflects the author's 
characteristics more accurately, while others feel that the published text 
should be the copy-text because the author expected his manuscript to 
be subjected to the normal routines of publishing. No doubt the answer 
will vary in different situations, but this is not the place to explore the 
question.95 The point here is to contrast that situation with the very 
different one which exists for private documents. In the case of note- 
books, diaries, letters, and the like, whatever state they are in constitutes 
their finished form, and the question of whether the writer "intended" 
something else is irrelevant. One still sometimes hears the argument 
that an editor must make alterations in such documents because the 
writer would have expected to make changes in them for publication. 
If the writer had in fact prepared them for publication, they would then 
no longer be private documents but works intended for the public; they 
would have passed through the usual steps leading to publication, as 
any other work would, and the author probably would have made al- 
terations in them, since the original documents would be parallel with 
the rough or semifinal drafts of other kinds of works. But when the 
writer did not prepare his own letters or diaries for publication, they 
remain private papers. The scholarly editor who later wishes to make 
them public is not in the same position as the writer or the writer's con- 
temporary publisher. Not only is it impossible for him to know what 
the writer or his publisher would have done to them; but if he presents 
them as anything more polished or finished than they were left by the 
writer, he is falsifying their nature. A journal, as a piece of writing for 
one's own use, is in its final form whenever one stops adding to it; a 
letter, as a communication to a private audience of one or two, is in its 
original. In draft letters his intention was presumably to make a final choice at a later 
stage. But when writing to intimates he often left these alternatives standing; and this is 
at times a literary device of a distinctive character, the effect of which is that the sense of 
the passage arises from an amalgam of the two (or more) readings" (p. xxi). (After this 
admirable statement, it comes as a surprise to learn that Sprigge does not always print 
these alternative readings; to do so, he says, "would seriously imperil the readability of the 
text." And the ones he includes are marked in such a way as to be indistinguishable from 
interlinear insertions that replaced canceled matter.) 

95. I have commented on this matter in "The Editorial Problem of Final Authorial 
Intention," SB, 29 (1976), 167-211 (esp. pp. 183-191); cf. SB, 28 (1975), 222-227. 
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final form whenever it is posted. The writer is under no constraint to 
conform to any particular convention in these writings, except to the 
extent that he hopes a letter will be comprehensible to its recipient. 
Any idiosyncrasies in them- however contrary to the standards for pub- 
lished works- are an essential part of their character. 

These considerations lead to the conclusion that a scholarly edition 
of letters or journals should not contain a text which has editorially 
been corrected, made consistent, or otherwise smoothed out. Errors and 
inconsistencies are part of the total texture of the document and are 
part of the evidence which the document preserves relating to the writ- 
er's habits, temperament, and mood. Modernization, too, is obviously 
out of place. While it is not the same thing as the correction of errors or 
inconsistencies, the line between the two is often difficult to establish. 
Even in many published works the spelling, punctuation, and capital- 
ization are inconsistent, and to assume that the writers or publishers in- 
tended them to be consistent or cared whether they were consistent or 
not is to read into the situation a point of view held by many people 
today but one that has apparently not always been held. Correcting 
errors is somewhat different, since by definition an error is not intended; 
but it is frequently difficult to avoid a modern bias in deciding what 
constitutes an error. Editors of published works are increasingly recog- 
nizing that to regularize or to make certain supposed corrections is to 
modernize.96 

In the case of private documents, then, where errors and inconsis- 
tencies are an integral part of the text, the argument against moderniza- 
tion is doubly strong. Indeed, the position that the text of a scholarly 
edition of any material can ever be modernized is indefensible. Many 
editors of literary works have long understood this fact,97 and it is diffi- 
cult to explain why such a large number of editors of private documents 
have, during the same period, neglected it. They are not always cogni- 
zant of a distinction between correcting and modernizing; but to sub- 

96. A cogent statement of this position is Hershel Parker's "Regularizing Accidentals: 
The Latest Form of Infidelity," Proof, 3 (1973), 1-20, which also contains an excellent sum- 
mary of the arguments against "full" or "partial" modernization. See also Joseph Molden- 
hauer's comments in his edition of Thoreau's The Maine Woods (Princeton University 
Press, 1972), pp. 399-400. 

97. See, for example, W. W. Greg's strong statement of the position in The Editorial 
Problem in Shakespeare (2nd ed., 1951), pp. 1-liii; and Fredson Bowers, "Old-Spelling 
Editions of Dramatic Texts," in Studies in Honor of T. W. Baldwin, ed. D. C. Allen (1958), 
pp. 9-15 (reprinted in his Essays in Bibliography, Text, and Editing [1975], pp. 289-295 
[esp. pp. 291-293]). A standard exposition of many of the arguments for and against mod- 
ernization is found in two essays of i960: John Russell Brown (favoring modernization), 
"The Rationale of Old-Spelling Editions of the Plays of Shakespeare and His Contempo- 
raries," SB, 13 (i960), 49-67; and Arthur Brown (opposing modernization), "... A Re- 
joinder," ibid., 69-76. 
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ject such documents to either is to violate their integrity. Ultimately 
the position of these editors rests on a failure to grasp the significance of 
punctuation, capitalization, and spelling as functional elements of writ- 
ten expression. They think, as a result, that they can make alterations 
"for clarity" and "for the reader's convenience" without affecting the 
content of the document in any important way. In most instances, they 
greatly exaggerate the difficulty of reading the original text, and it is 
hard to see how the reader's "convenience" is really served by changing 
a dash to a period, an ampersand to "and," or an upper-case letter to 
lower case.98 What, in the end, do they accomplish, other than depriving 
the reader of the experience of reading the original text? Is the text 
"clearer" as a result of their labors? Frequently it is less clear, because 
documentary editors rarely modernize more than a few features, leav- 
ing the text with a confused and unhistorical mixture of elements that 
clash with each other." What is intended as a help becomes a barrier 
between the reader and the text he is interested in reading. Anyone who 
has examined a number of the partially modernized editions of letters 
can only react with incredulity at the things which editors seem to think 
readers need to have done for them. The modernizing editor is both 
condescending and officious: he assumes that the reader is not serious 
enough to persevere in reading a work if the punctuation, capitalization, 
and spelling do not conform to present-day practice, and his belief in 
the necessity of making changes blinds him to the triviality and sense- 
lessness of many of his alterations.100 Modernization, or partial mod- 
ernization, is clearly incompatible with the goals of the scholarly editing 

98. As Samuel Schoenbaum says, "Surely the illusion of quaintness fades very quickly 
as the reader settles down to the material at hand" (p. 23); see "Editing English Dramatic 
Texts," in Editing Sixteenth Century Texts, ed. R. J. Schoeck (1966), pp. 12-24. A curious 
fact is that the feature of manuscript letters most frequently discussed and altered by 
editors is a dash (with or without other punctuation) at the end of a sentence (or even 
within sentences). Changing the dash to a period (or, within sentences, to some other 
appropriate mark) is usually regarded not as modernization but as the correction of an 
error; any practice that has been so widespread in private writing over so many years, 
however, is more sensibly regarded as a standard custom than as an error. (Of course, even 
if it were an idiosyncrasy- -"error"- of a particular writer, that fact would not be a reason 
to alter it.) 

99. The case against partial modernization of a published work has been most effec- 
tively stated by Fredson Bowers (who calls it "basically useless and always inconsistent") 
in his review of the second volume (1963) of The Yale Edition of the Works of Samuel 
Johnson, which modernizes capitalization (and the italicization of quotations) but not 
spelling and punctuation; see "The Text of Johnson," Modern Philology, 61 (1964), 298- 
309, reprinted in his collected Essays, pp. 375-391 (esp. pp. 378-381). Hershel Parker (see 
note 96 above), surveying a number of comments, says that partial modernization "has 
been all but hooted out of textual circles" (p. 1). 

100. The point has been succinctly put by Hershel Parker (see note 96 above): "Nor- 
malizing to satisfy an editor's instinct for tidiness or to make smooth the way of a reader 
is ultimately demeaning for the editor and insulting to the reader" (p. 19). 
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of private documents- a fact which points to the most tragic weakness 
of many of the NHPRC editions. 

Once it is settled that letters and journals are not to be presented in 
a corrected or modernized text, there still remains the question of wheth- 
er editorial symbols are to be employed within the text or whether the 
text is to be free of such symbols ("clear text"). Even though no correc- 
tions are made,101 there will be occasions when the editor needs to in- 
troduce a comment, such as "word illegible/' "edge of paper torn, elimi- 
nating several words," or "written in the margin." Whether these ex- 
planations are entered in brackets in the text or printed as appended 
notes is to some extent merely a mechanical matter. But there is a theo- 
retical aspect to the question. It is often argued that novels, essays, 
poems, and other works intended for publication should be edited in 
clear text, because such works are finished products, and the intrusion 
of editorial apparatus into the text (recording emendations or variants, 
for example) would be alien to the spirit of the work. For this reason 
the CEAA editions of this kind of material are in clear text, with the 
textual data relegated to lists at the ends of the volumes.102 Private docu- 
ments are different, however, in that they are often characterized by not 
being smooth- by containing, that is, false starts, deletions, insertions, 
and so on. The problem of how to handle deletions gets to the heart of 
the matter. Simply to leave them out, as is often done (or done on a 
selective basis), is indefensible, since they are essential characteristics of 
private documents.103 One solution would be to leave them out of the 
text and report them in notes. But to do so would make the text appear 
smoother than it is; no evidence would be lost, but the reader would 
have to reconstruct the text of the document, which is after all of pri- 
mary interest. If, on the other hand, the deletion is kept in the text but 
clearly marked as a deletion (with angle brackets or some other device), 

101. Some responsible editions, as noted earlier, do incorporate certain minor cate- 
gories of correction-not modernization- into the text and indicate exactly what has been 
done in notes. If these categories are carefully denned, their presence in the text may not 
seriously interfere with the aim of maintaining the texture of the original. It is dangerous 
to argue, however, that nothing is lost just because all the evidence is available in the 
notes; there is an important difference in emphasis between a reading which is chosen to 
stand in the text and one which is relegated to a note or a list. 

102. There are practical advantages to this system, also, in the case of works likely to 
be reproduced photographically for widespread distribution by commercial publishers. 
For further discussion, see G. T. Tanselle, "Some Principles for Editorial Apparatus," SB, 
25 (W*)' 41-88 (esp. pp. 45-49)- 

103. One or the reasons tor their importance is suggested by Boyd when he reters to 
"those revealing deletions and first thoughts that so often unmask the writer's true feelings 
or motives" ("Some Animadversions" [see note 14 above], p. 52). Even when they are not 
revealing in this way, they are still part of the characterizing roughness of the document 
and are indicative of the writer's process of composition. 
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the nature of the original is more accurately rendered in print. In read- 
ing the original, one would see a phrase with a line through it, for in- 
stance, and then read the phrase which replaced it; by keeping the de- 
leted matter in the text, the editor allows the reader to have the same 
experience. But when canceled matter is recorded, it is essential at the 
same time to indicate whether the replacement (if any) occurs on the 
same line or is inserted above the line, so that the reader can tell wheth- 
er the revision was made in the process of writing the words or perhaps 
at a later time.104 A number of the NHPRC editions devote some atten- 
tion to cancellations, but their frequent failure to specify interlinear 
insertions makes it impossible for the reader to use properly the texts 
of the cancellations which they do provide. Some situations can become 
very complex and may require an editorial description of what has hap- 
pened as well as editorial symbols. This description might well be placed 
in a note rather than in the text; but since the text will contain editorial 
symbols in any case, one could decide to include editorial comments- at 
least the brief ones, like "illegible"- within the text.105 The crucial point 
is that if a private document is presented in clear text it loses part of its 
texture.106 

The argument thus far has assumed that for any given text the evi- 
dence available to the editor is a single document in the hand of the 
author. In those cases the editor's goal is to reproduce in print as many 
of the characteristics of the document as he can. The goal is not, in 
other words, to produce a critical text, except to the extent that judg- 
ment is involved in determining precisely what is in the manuscript. 
And judgment is inevitably involved: the editor of Shelley and His 
Circle points out that if a word clearly intended to be "even" looks 
more like "ever" it is still transcribed as "even." Distinguishing between 

104. Methods of transcribing manuscripts in clear text (with apparatus) or in de- 
scriptive form (with symbols in the text) are carefully described by Fredson Bowers in 
"Transcription of Manuscripts: The Record of Variants," SB, 29 (1976), 212-264. 

105. Of course, a text with several kinds of brackets in it (and other symbols such as 
arrows) will be more awkward to quote in secondary works, and this practical consideration 
may, in the case of a few important texts likely to be widely quoted, cause the editor to 
choose clear text and record all deletions in notes; it is questionable, however, whether 
what is gained from a practical point of view really justifies the loss incurred. Generally, 
in any case, there is no more reason to regularize or modernize a quoted excerpt than the 
complete text itself. The problem of the quoter as his own editor, along with many other 
considerations affecting the extent of editorial intrusion in private documents, is taken up 
by William H. Gilman in an excellent and thorough discussion (occasioned by the ap- 
pearance of the first volume of the Irving Journals), "How Should Journals Be Edited?", 
Early American Literature, 6 (1971), 73-83. 

106. This point was not recognized by Lewis Mumford in his famous review of the 
Emerson Journals, "Emerson Behind Barbed Wire," New York Review of Books, 18 January 
1968, pp. 3-5, which objects to the inclusion of cancellations and editorial symbols. (See 
also the related correspondence in the issues of 14 March, pp. 35-36, and 23 May, p. 43.) 
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an actual misspelling or slip of the pen and merely indistinct or hasty 
handwriting requires careful judgment. The editor, even in presenting 
an "exact" transcription of the text of a document, must keep the writ- 
er's habits and intention in mind, if he is to be successful in discovering 
what that text actually says at difficult spots. If, for instance, a manu- 
script clearly reads "seperate," there is no doubt that the author wrote 
the word with a middle "e"; whether or not the author intended to mis- 
spell is irrelevant, so long as one agrees that an author's errors in private 
documents are of interest and should be preserved. But if the word only 
looks like "seperate" because the author has been careless in forming 
an "a" in the second syllable, the editor who prints "seperate" is neither 
transcribing accurately nor respecting the author's intention. In a case 
like "even" /"ever," the intention as determined by the context plays 
a greater role: deciphering handwriting and understanding the content 
are inseparable.107 It is frequently necessary, therefore, even in con- 
nection with a so-called "literal" transcription, for an editor to append 
notes recording editorial decisions, if the reader is to be fully apprised 
of the state of the manuscript. But these decisions, it should be clearly 
understood, result from the effort to determine what the text of the 
document actually says, not what the editor believes it ought to say. 

The situation is different, however, when the textual evidence is not 
limited to a single holograph document; there may be several drafts, 
versions, or copies, and they may be in the hand of a copyist or in printed 
form. In such cases the editor has a fundamental decision to make about 
the nature of his edited text: is it still to be a transcription of the text 
of a single document (with evidence from related documents given in 
notes), or is it to be a critical text which attempts through emendation 
(based on a study of all the documents) to represent the writer's inten- 
tions more fully than any single surviving document can? This decision 
will rest on the nature of the surviving documents- on their relative 
authority and completeness. When there are various versions or drafts 
of a letter in the author's hand, the editor would normally choose the 
one actually posted, if it survives, or the retained copy or latest surviv- 
ing draft if it does not, as the document to be edited; variant readings 
and canceled matter in the other documents might then be added in 
notes, but- in line with the reasoning suggested above- they would not 
be emended into the text itself. If, on the other hand, the extant ver- 
sion or versions of a text are not in the author's hand- as when a letter 

107. Shaw (see note 17 above) objects to the "essentially subjective basis for editorial 
revisions" (p. 741) in the critical-text policies of the CEAA editions and regards the attempt 
to "recapture 'the author's intention' " as opening "the door to chaos" (p. 740). He fails 
to acknowledge the subjectivity and concern for "intention" which are a part of all editing, 
even the transcription of a single manuscript text. 
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survives only in several scribal copies or in print- the editor is faced 
with the problem of distinguishing those features which reflect the au- 
thor's intention from those which result from the habits and errors of 
another person (the copyist, the compositor, the printer's or publisher's 
reader, and so on). Since the interest is in the characteristics of the au- 
thor's expression, not in those of a copyist or compositor, this problem 
is worth solving. For if an editor presents the text of a nonholograph 
document in an exact transcription, as he would that of a holograph 
document, he is respecting equally its authorial and its nonauthorial 
features; but if he attempts, so far as his evidence allows, to remove 
some of the nonauthorial features, he comes that much closer to offering 
what was present in the author's manuscript. 

Editors of works which were intended to be made public commonly 
have this problem to deal with. When confronted with a printed text 
or texts, or with a printed text which differs from the author's manu- 
script, or with a scribal copy or copies, these editors frequently take it 
as their responsibility to evaluate the evidence (on the basis of their 
specialized knowledge of the author, his time, and the textual history 
of the work) and then to choose and emend a copy-text so as to obtain 
a maximum number of authorial readings and characteristics and a 
minimum number of nonauthorial ones.108 The CEAA editions of works 
intended for publication have taken this approach, on the ground that 
more is to be gained by encouraging a qualified editor to apply what 
judgment and sensitivity he has to the problem of determining the au- 
thor's intended text than by requiring him to reproduce the text pres- 
ent in a particular surviving document. Some mistakes are bound to 
result, but in general a text produced in this way is likely to come 
closer to what the author intended than a single documentary text 
could possibly do. (An accompanying record of emendations and vari- 
ant readings is naturally important, so that the reader can reconstruct 
the copy-text and reconsider the evidence for emending it.) Editors of 
letters and journals will perhaps less frequently encounter similar situa- 
tions, but when they do they should remember that preparing a critical 
text of nonholograph materials is not inconsistent with a policy of pre- 
senting a literal text of holograph manuscripts. Rather, it is an intelli- 
gent way of recognizing that a consistency of purpose may require differ- 
ent approaches for handling different situations. The aim of an edition 
of a person's letters and journals is to make available an accurate text 

108. This "eclectic" approach is thoroughly discussed in Fredson Bowers's "Remarks 
on Eclectic Texts," Proof, 4 (1975), 31-76 (reprinted in his collected Essays, pp. 488-528). 
See also the various writings on Greg's rationale of copy- text; many are mentioned by 
G. T. Tanselle in SB, 28 (1975), 167-229. 
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of what he wrote; that goal cannot be achieved as fully for nonholograph 
documents as for holograph ones, but it is the editor's responsibility to 
come as close as he can in either case.109 

When Peter Shaw claims that the NHPRC editions show more re- 
spect for historical fact than do the CEAA editions, he fails to recognize 
that an edition with a critical or "eclectic" text does not necessarily con- 
ceal historical facts and that an edition of a single documentary text 
does not necessarily reveal all relevant facts. Whether they do so or not 
depends on their policies for recording textual data.110 CEAA editions 
are required to include textual apparatuses which contain records of 
all editorial emendations as well as several other categories of textual 
information;111 most of the NHPRC editions, on the other hand, in- 
corporate several kinds of silent emendations.112 Readers of the former 
are able to reconstruct the original copy-texts and are in possession of 
much of the textual evidence which the editor had at his disposal; read- 
ers of the latter cannot reconstruct to the same degree the details of the 
original documents and are not provided with carefully defined cate- 
gories of textual evidence on a systematic basis. The CEAA editors ful- 
fill an essential editorial obligation: they inform their readers explicitly 

109. A difficult category consists of semifinished manuscripts of the kinds of works 
normally intended for publication: the manuscripts of some of Emily Dickinson's poems 
and of Melville's Billy Budd are prominent examples. From one point of view they are 
private documents, and their nature can best be represented by a literal transcription 
showing cancellations and insertions in the text; from another point of view they are 
simply unfinished literary works and ought therefore to be printed in a critically estab- 
lished clear text, the form in which one normally expects to read poems and fiction. The 
solution which Harrison Hayford and Merton M. Sealts, Jr., reach in their edition of Billy 
Budd (University of Chicago Press, 1962) is to print a "genetic text" accompanied by a 
"reading text." For some comments on the general problem and on Dickinson's poems in 
particular, see Tanselle's "The Editorial Problem of Final Authorial Intention" (see note 
95 above), esp. pp. 205-207. 

1 10. Shaw says, "With an eclectic text, the problem of variants is solved at the expense 
of making them disappear from view" (p. 739)- as if there is something about an eclectic 
text which prohibits the recording of variant readings. 

111. including at least the substantive variants in post-copy- text editions and the 
treatment of ambiguous line-end hyphens, along with a textual essay and discussions of 
problematical readings. For further explanation of the CEAA requirements, see the CEAA 
Statement of Editorial Principles and Procedures (rev. ed., 1072). 

112. Shaw's argument for the Freudian significance of errors (pp. 742-743) is actually 
a more telling criticism of most of the NHPRC editions than of the CEAA editions; when 
a CEAA editor does correct an error, he reports that fact in a list of emendations, whereas 
NHPRC editors often make corrections without notifying the reader where these correc- 
tions occur. Shaw objects to the CEAA editor who "rewrites usage, punctuation, spelling, 
capitalization, and hyphenation" (p. 741) and misleadingly implies that this practice is in 
contrast to that of NHPRC editors; actually, changes of this kind occur with greater fre- 
quency in the NHPRC editions- and are often not recorded in any way. At another point 
Shaw seems to take a different position on the question of errors: "It would be unfair to 
the author literally to transcribe his manuscript without correcting his obvious over- 
sights" (p. 740). 
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of what textual information can and what cannot be found in their 
pages.113 The truth is, therefore, that the CEAA editions are actually 
more respectful of documentary fact, and at the same time they recognize 
more fully that fidelity to a writer's intention demands, under certain 
circumstances, an eclectic approach to the documents. Comparing a 
CEAA edition of a novel with an NHPRC edition of letters creates a 
false opposition; but when CEAA and NHPRC editions of similar ma- 
terials-two volumes of letters114 or two volumes of works intended for 
publication- are compared, the CEAA volumes characteristically ex- 
hibit a more profound understanding of the problems involved in text- 
ual study and a greater responsibility in treating textual details. The 
NHPRC editors have undeniably been successful in the nontextual 
aspects of their work, and the CEAA editors could learn from them in 
regard to explanatory annotation. But in textual matters the CEAA 
editors are far in the lead. 

This state of affairs is a depressing reminder of how little communi- 
cation sometimes exists between fields with overlapping interests. In 
1949, the year before the first volume of the Jefferson edition appeared, 
Fredson Bowers commented on the importance of textual study for all 
fields of endeavor: 
No matter what the field of study, the basis lies in the analysis of the records 
in printed or in manuscript form, frequently the ill-ordered and incomplete 
records of the past. When factual or critical investigation is made of these 
records, there must be- it seems to me- the same care, no matter what the 
field, in establishing the purity and accuracy of the materials under exami- 

113. One of the reasons the CEAA editions are not "definitive," Shaw says, is "the 
physical impossibility of comparing and recording all the variants as demanded by copy- 
text theory" (p. 748). Presumably any respectable theory would require an editor to com- 
pare texts and locate variants; the CEAA policy for recording variants, however, has 
nothing to do with theory- obviously a text edited according to Greg's theory of copy- text 
would remain so edited whether or not it were accompanied by any apparatus. It is true 
that CEAA editions do not always record all variants (neither do the NHPRC editions); 
but the important point is that CEAA editions clearly define what categories of variants 
are to be recorded and record all that fall within those categories, whereas NHPRC edi- 
tions normally record variants selectively on the vague basis of "significance." Therefore, 
if the word "definitive" must be used, it would seem to fit CEAA apparatus but generally 
not NHPRC apparatus. The objection has been well put by Bowers, who says of the 
Johnson edition (see note 99 above) that the reader "has no way of knowing whether he 
is or is not accepting in ignorance any of the extensive editorial silent departures from the 
copv-text features" (p. *7Q). 

114. Shaw is incorrect in saying that CEAA editions "include no plans to publish 
authors' letters" (p. 748). The opening of the same sentence is also incorrect: "Unlike the 
historical editions, most of them are selected, not complete, editions." It would be more 
accurate to say that most of the CEAA editions are planned to be complete, not selective, 
and that many of the NHPRC editions are in fact selective (leaving out the texts of certain 
less important documents and instead summarizing them or mentioning their existence in 
a calendar of manuscripts). 
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nation, which is perhaps just another way of saying that one must establish 
the text on which one's far-reaching analysis is to be based.115 
In the twentieth century scholars of English literature- especially of 
Elizabethan drama-have taken over from the Biblical scholars and classi- 
cists as leaders in the development of textual theory and practice; and 
in the last generation the editing of nineteenth-century American litera- 
ture has been a focal point in this continuing tradition. But the prin- 
ciples that have been emerging are not limited in their applicability to 
the field of literature. Students in all fields have occasion to work with 
written or printed documents, and they all need to have the habit of 
mind which inquires into the "purity and accuracy" of any document 
they consult. The NHPRC volumes have been singled out here because 
they constitute a prominent block of modern editions and can serve as 
an instructive example: the difference between the way American states- 
men and American literary figures have recently been edited is a strik- 
ing illustration of how two closely related fields can approach the basic 
scholarly task of establishing dependable texts in two very different 
ways, one of which seems superficial and naive in comparison to the 
other. But history and literature are not the only fields that would 
mutually profit from a more encompassing discussion of textual prob- 
lems; many editorial projects are now under way in philosophy and the 
sciences, and the fundamental questions which editors must ask are the 
same in those fields also. Editing is of course more than a matter of tech- 
nique; a text can be satisfactorily edited only by a person with a thorough 
understanding of the content and historical and biographical setting of 
that text. Nevertheless, there is a common ground for discussion among 
editors in all fields. The time for closer communication of this kind is 
overdue; not only editors but all who study the written heritage of the 
past will benefit from it. 

115. "Bibliography and the University," University of Pennsylvania Library Chronicle, 
*5 (X949)» 37-51 (P- 37); reprinted in his collected Essays, pp. 3-14. 
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